MANDATORY MITIGATION:
AN EIGHTH AMENDMENT MANDATE TO REQUIRE
PRESENTATION OF MITIGATION EVIDENCE, EVEN
WHEN THE SENTENCING TRIAL DEFENDANT
WISHES TO DIE
by JULES EPSTEIN*
[O]ur narrowing jurisprudence .

.

. seeks to ensure that only the most

deserving of execution are put to death.
Atkins v. Virginia'
So I'm askingyou to do what they can't do, kill me for what I done. I deserve
it. I know it. I want you to sentence me to death. That's it.
THE COURT: Mr. Bishop, I'm gonna grantyour wish.2

INTRODUCTION

Imagine a scenario in which a defendant on death row possesses evidence that
conclusively proves he is not "death-worthy," i.e., a member of the "worst of the
worst" category for whom the death penalty is reserved. Now imagine this same
defendant chooses to withhold such evidence from the tribunal, thus ensuring an
irreversible punishment outside the bounds of the Eighth Amendment.
Under current death penalty jurisprudence the mentally retarded are
categorically excluded from receiving a death sentence,' but there is no apparent
bar to a mentally retarded defendant waiving the presentation of proof of his mental
deficits and facing and receiving the death penalty. 4 Even where the evidence does
not establish a categorical exclusion, the proof in favor of a life sentence may be so
overwhelming that no responsible fact-finder would return a death sentence; yet,
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1. 536 U.S. 304, 319 (2002).
2. Bishop v. State, 882 So. 2d 135, 144 (Miss. 2004).
3. Atkins, 536 U.S. at 319.
4. See Daniel R. Williams, Mitigation and the CapitalDefendant Who Wants to Die: A Study in
the Rhetoric of Autonomy and the Hidden Discourse of Collective Responsibility, 57 HASTINGS L. J.
693, 696 (2006) (citing Muhammad v. State, 782 So. 2d 343, 361-62 (Fla. 2001), cert. denied, Florida v.
Muhammad, 534 U.S. 944 (2001); State v. Koedatich, 548 A.2d 939, 995, 997 (N.J. 1988)) ("Our judge
has to decide, it seems, between these two colliding ideals, autonomy versus reliability. Her research
will reveal that in every jurisdiction except two-Florida and New Jersey-the former trumps the
latter.").
[]
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again, the decision of whether to present that evidence has been left in the hands of
the defendant.
While there is no reported case of a defendant barring counsel from
establishing retardation, and thus capital case ineligibility ipso jure, the second
scenario propounded above is not hypothetical; its endgame was vividly played out
in the days before the 2010 execution of Jeffrey Landrigan, who at his penalty trial
6
in Arizona commanded that no mitigation evidence' be presented. After delivering
Landrigan's sentence, the sentencing judge later stated under oath that if she had
known about Landrigan's brain damage, fetal alcohol syndrome, genetic
predispositions, and parental abandonment, she would not have pursued the death
penalty.' Landrigan's resistance to the presentation of mitigation evidence,
however, is not an isolated occurrence.'
The right to waive the presentation of mitigation evidence has virtually
uniform acceptance,' but always without discussion of whether the process is
incompatible with the Eighth Amendment limitation of saving the death penalty for
those who are in actuality the "worst of the worst." 0 This article is premised on
two conditions: 1) that it is cruel and unusual punishment to execute a person
outside of the class of the "worst of the worst," and that a defendant may not force
the state to impose a cruel and unusual punishment; and 2) that such waivers cannot
be sustained under modem Eighth Amendment jurisprudence, and that if the state
is going to attempt to take a human life it must first mandate the presentation of
mitigation evidence to ensure that the defendant is, indeed, in the "narrow category
of ... offenders" for whom death is an allowable sanction."I
Mandating such a requirement presumes both a defined threshold for those
who should receive the death penalty and a capacity for judges and jurors to

5. Mitigation evidence has been broadly defined by the Court as "evidence which tends logically
to prove or disprove some fact or circumstance which a fact-finder could reasonably deem to ....
warrant[] a sentence less than death." Tennard v. Dretke, 542 U.S. 274, 284-85 (2004) (citations
omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted). It is generally understood to include evidence of the
defendant's record, character, background, and the circumstances of the offense. See Skipper v. South
Carolina, 476 U.S. 1, 4-5 (1986) (describing record, character, and circumstances of the offense as
categories of mitigation evidence); Eddings v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104, 116 (1982) (including
"background" as a category of mitigation evidence).
6. Schriro v. Landrigan, 550 U.S. 465, 469 (2007). The history of the Landrigan case, and
decisional law consistently upholding a defendant's waiver of the presentation of mitigation evidence, is
detailed in Section II,infra.
7. A. Bates Butler III, Man on Death Row Deserves Life Term - Trial Judge Never Was Told of His
Brain Damage, ARIZ. REPUBLIC, Oct. 21, 2010, http://www.azcentral.com/arizonarepublic/opinions/
articles/2010/10/20/20101020butler21.html.
8. Bradley A. MacLean, Effective Capital Defense Representation and the Difficult Client, 76
TENN. L. REV. 661, 670 (2009) ("Experienced capital defense attorneys commonly encounter clients
who, at one point or another, object to the investigation or presentation of mitigation evidence.").
9. See Williams, supra note 4, at 696 (discussing the fact that only Florida and New Jersey bar a
defendant from waiving his right to present mitigation evidence at trial).
10. See infra Section 11 (discussing Landrigan and national jurisprudence approving of such
waivers, usually on a defendant-autonomy theory).
I1. Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 568-69 (2005) ("Capital punishment must be limited to those
offenders . . . whose extreme culpability makes them the most deserving of execution.") (citation
omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
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accurately measure the same. While the latter is unprovable (and likely unachievable), and the former can only be generalized, they are the aspirations of
Eighth Amendment jurisprudence-the avoidance of arbitrary and capricious
sentencing and ensuring an assessment based on the characteristics of the
individual defendant as to whether death is the necessary punishment.12
This article commences with a review of the Landrigan case and the decision
approving his "waiver" of the presentation of mitigation evidence. Section 11
reviews the historic judicial response to defendants who seek to waive the
presentation of mitigation evidence and effectively concede their appropriateness
for a sentence of death, as well as scholarship both pre- and post-Landriganon this
issue. Sections III and IV address the two constitutional underpinnings of this
article-that to avoid violating the guarantee against cruel and unusual punishment,
death is to be reserved for the "worst of the worst," and that a defendant may not
voluntarily subject himself to an unconstitutional punishment. In supporting the
latter thesis, this article examines other areas of constitutional criminal law where
the Court has denied a defendant the right to control the decision-making process
or case outcome, even where the right at issue is primarily a personal one," rather
than, as is the Eighth Amendment, a restriction on society and government. 4
Finally, Section V examines the conundrums that arise with a mandatory mitigation
regimen, especially with a reluctant or outright resistant defendant, and seeks to
resolve whether mandating mitigation in such instances leads to a more reliable and
deserved penalty outcome.
I. LANDRIGANAND THE WAIVER OF MITIGATION EVIDENCE

Jeffrey Landrigan's capital murder trial was the culmination of a course of
violent criminal behavior including a prior second-degree murder conviction in
Oklahoma, a prison assault where he repeatedly stabbed another inmate, and the
1989 murder of Chester Dyer, which occurred during a burglary." At the penalty

12. The Court has delineated distinct concerns and metrics for the "eligibility" stage, where
aggravating factors narrow the range of murderers who may even face the death penalty, and the
selection stage, where the jury determines punishment:
It is in regard to the eligibility phase that we have stressed the need for channeling and
limiting the jury's discretion to ensure that the death penalty is a proportionate punishment
and therefore not arbitrary or capricious in its imposition. In contrast, in the selection phase,
we have emphasized the need for a broad inquiry into all relevant mitigating evidence to
allow an individualized determination.
Buchanan v. Angelone, 522 U.S. 269, 275-76 (1998) (citing Tuilaepa v. California, 512 U.S. 967, 97173 (1994); Romano v. Oklahoma, 512 U.S. 1, 6-7 (1994); McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 304-06
(1987); Zant v. Stephens, 462 U.S. 862, 878-79 (1983)).
13. See infra Section IV (outlining the four areas where the Court approved the "waiver of
significant constitutional rights," including: the right to counsel, the right to trial by jury, the privilege
against self-incrimination, and the right to confront one's accuser(s)).
14. See Graham v. Florida, 130 S. Ct. 2011, 2021 (2010) ("The Cruel and Unusual Punishments
Clause prohibits the imposition of inherently barbaric punishments under all circumstances . . . . [T]he
State must respect the human attributes even of those who have committed serious crimes.").
15. Schriro, 550 U.S. at 469. The burglary was not a forced entry in the typical sense; rather, there
was a sexual encounter between Landrigan and the victim in the victim's apartment, but under Arizona
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phase of the Dyer murder prosecution, Landrigan's ex-wife and birth mother were
the potential mitigation witnesses, 6 but each refused to testify at Landrigan's
insistence." Two additional facts, without dispute, are relevant here.
First, trial counsel failed to conduct a meaningful mitigation investigation, one
of which would have established
a serious organic brain disorder[;] . . . [expert testimony regarding]
the effects of respondent's birth mother's drinking and drug use
during pregnancy[;] . . . [and] a history of respondent's troubled
childhood with his adoptive family-a childhood marked by
physical and emotional abuse, neglect by his adoptive parents, his
own serious substance abuse problems (including an overdose in his
eighth or ninth grade classroom), a stunted education, and recurrent
placement in substance abuse rehabilitation facilities, a psychiatric
ward, and police custody.'I
Second, uninformed by what such an investigation could have established at
9
his penalty trial, Landrigan insisted that no mitigation evidence be presented and
ultimately invited a sentence of death, insisting on his innocence and telling the
court, "This never happened. I think the whole thing stinks. I think if you want to
give me the death penalty, just bring it right on. I'm ready for it."20
Landrigan's direct appeal did not challenge the validity of this waiver, instead
addressing a variety of trial and penalty-phase errors.2 ' Relief was denied on all

law a burglary charge was sustained as the evidence "support[ed] the conclusion that defendant entered
or remained in the apartment with the intent to commit a theft." State v. Landrigan, 859 P.2d 111, 114
(Ariz. 1993).
16. The proffer was that "the witnesses would testify that Landrigan's birth mother used drugs and
alcohol (including while she was pregnant with Landrigan), that Landrigan abused drugs and alcohol,
and that Landrigan had been a good father." Schriro, 550 U.S. at 470.
17. Id. at 469.
18. Id. at 483 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
19. In an exchange with the trial judge, Landrigan resisted the presentation of mitigation evidence:
THE COURT: Mr. Landrigan, have you instructed your lawyer that you do not wish for
him to bring any mitigating circumstances to my attention?
THE DEFENDANT: Yeah.
THE COURT: Do you know what that means?
THE DEFENDANT: Yeah.
THE COURT: Mr. Landrigan, are there mitigating circumstances I should be aware of?
THE DEFENDANT: Not as far as I'm concerned.
Id. at 469 (majority opinion) (internal quotation marks omitted).
20. Landrigan,859 P.2d at 117.
21. Id. at 114-17. The challenges addressed evidentiary sufficiency, whether Landrigan was entitled
to a lesser-offense instruction, a challenge to the Arizona penalty scheme for its failure to have a jury
determination of aggravating factors, and a claim that "imposing the death sentence was unwarranted."
Id. Of pertinence to this article, Landrigan's direct appeal counsel challenged the failure of trial counsel
"by instructing the probation officer not to interview defendant in preparation for the
aggravation/mitigation hearing." Id. at 118. This claim was dismissed because Landrigan himself
withdrew it and because of "defendant's stated desire not to have mitigating evidence presented in his
behalf, and his tendency to volunteer damaging statements like those made to the trial judge at the
hearing." Id.
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grounds,22 and his case then followed the typical path of a capital case conviction.23
A state post-conviction collateral attack was brought,24 relief was denied in the
state courts, 2 5 and a habeas action then commenced.26 Relief was denied in the
federal district court,2 ' and the matter was appealed to the Ninth Circuit with "his
primary claim [being] that counsel was ineffective at sentencing."28
The Ninth Circuit panel confirmed that trial counsel had been deficient 29 in
conducting an investigation into potential mitigation evidence, labeling his efforts
"rather asthenic . . . [, so much so that in] another case, we might well say it was
prejudicially asthenic."3 0 Notwithstanding this failing, the panel denied relief,
concluding that regardless of the investigation that could have been undertaken,
Landrigan would have refused to permit the presentation of any evidence except
that regarding "genetic predisposition," and that such limited evidence would not
have altered the outcome."
The habeas claim did not raise the constitutionality of a waiver of mitigation
evidence," and the court did not address or even acknowledge it as a concern. 33
Instead, the court's focus was more circumscribed: "Perhaps Landrigan now regrets
his stance, but we do not sit to palliate regrets. We sit to determine whether there
has been error of constitutional magnitude. There has not been."3 4
The panel's decision was vacated when the Ninth Circuit agreed to hear the
matter en banc. 5 The Ninth Circuit judges were unanimous en banc in finding that
Landrigan's trial counsel performed in a deficient manner in investigating and

22. Id. at 118.
23. Schriro, 550 U.S. at 465-67.
24. Id at 465.
25. Id.
26. Id.
27. Id
28. Landrigan v. Stewart, 272 F.3d 1221, 1223 (9th Cir. 2001). The other challenges, also
dismissed, addressed whether the Arizona penalty scheme, which did not require a jury determination of
aggravating factors, was unconstitutional, and whether the state courts had failed to weigh non-statutory
mitigation. Id. at 1229-31.
29. A finding of deficient performance, i.e., "that counsel's representation fell below an objective
standard of reasonableness," is the necessary first prong of a determination of ineffective representation
sufficient to warrant a new trial or sentencing. Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 688 (1984).
30. Stewart, 272 F.3d at 1227.
31. Id. at 1228-29.
32. Id. at 1221-31. Because of the strictures of AEDPA (the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death
Penalty Act) a federal court could not consider such a claim unless it had been fully presented in the
state courts and the state courts' rejection of such a claim was either contrary to or an unreasonable
application of settled United States Supreme Court decisional law. 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1). As the Court
has never addressed this issue directly, any repudiation of such a claim in the Arizona courts would have
to have been affirmed by reviewing federal courts. Thaler v. Haynes, 130 S. Ct. 1171, 1175 (2010)
("[N]o decision of this Court clearly establishes the categorical rule on which the Court of Appeals
appears to have relied..."); see Ursula Bentele, The Not So Great Writ: Trappedin the Narrow Holdings
of Supreme Court Precedents, 14 LEWIS & CLARK L. REv. 741, 743 (2010) (describing the Court's
jurisprudence as "denying relief to state habeas corpus petitioners because their claims are not rooted in
narrowly defined Supreme Court precedents").
33. Stewart, 272 F.3d at 1221-31.
34. Id at 1231.
35. Landrigan v. Stewart, 397 F.3d 1235 (9th Cir. 2005).
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gathering mitigation evidence.36
Where the en banc judges split was over whether Landrigan could establish
prejudice." The majority found that he could, concluding that Landrigan never
waived the presentation of all mitigation, but only refused to permit two
witnesses-his birth mother and his ex-wife-to be called." Going further, the
majority found that any purported waiver was neither informed nor knowing,
emphasizing that without a competent and complete mitigation investigation
Landrigan could not know what he was surrendering.39 The majority also found the
trial judge's colloquy to be "cursory" and constitutionally inadequate. 40 Significant
here is that the majority accepted that mitigation evidence could be waived; it only
questioned whether such a waiver in fact occurred and affirmed that a surrender of
the "right" to present mitigation must be knowing and informed. 4 1
The dissent questioned neither that a waiver of mitigation had to be knowing
and informed nor the majority's conclusion that in this case the waiver was not
valid.42 It focused, instead, on the nature of Landrigan's new mitigation evidence
and concluded that such evidence could not possibly lead to a different sentencing
outcome as it was grounded primarily in Landrigan's antisocial personality and "its
aggravating tendency to suggest Landrigan was undeterrable and, even from prison,
would present a future danger to society." 4 3
The United States Supreme Court reversed. 44 The majority first concluded that
the Ninth Circuit had erred in finding that Landrigan objected only to presenting
his birth mother and ex-wife as witnesses, agreeing with the lower courts that he
rejected the presentation of "any" mitigation evidence. 45 The Court then asserted
that it had "never imposed an 'informed and knowing' requirement upon a
defendant's decision not to introduce evidence," but found that indeed Landrigan
had been advised clearly of the meaning of mitigation evidence and the

36. According to the majority, contrasting the "minimal investigation" with the available mitigation
evidence left "grave doubts whether Landrigan received effective assistance of counsel during his
penalty phase proceeding." Landrigan v. Schriro, 441 F.3d 638, 645 (9th Cir. 2006). The dissent
"agree[d] with the majority's conclusion that counsel's limited investigation of Landrigan's background
fell below the standards of professional representation." Id at 650 (Bea, C.J., dissenting).
37. Compareid. at 648 (majority opinion), with id at 650 (Bea, C.J., dissenting).
38. Id. at 646 (majority opinion) ("Viewing the entire colloquy in proper context, it is clear that the
sentencing judge was only inquiring about Landrigan's willingness to allow his birth mother and exwife to testify, and that Landrigan simply confirmed that he was not.").
39. Id. at 647.
40. Schriro, 441 F.3d at 647-48. The majority then concluded that Landrigan had alleged facts that,
if proved, showed that a more complete mitigation investigation might have led to a different penalty
trial result, thus completing the determination that counsel's dereliction caused prejudice. Id. at 648-50.
41. Id. at 647-48.
42. Id. at 650-53 (Bea, C.J., dissenting).
43. Id. at 651 (citing Stewart, 272 F.3d at 1228-29). The dissent also emphasized that Landrigan's
"menacing behavior at trial" further lessened the value of mitigation evidence and confirmed the
absence of prejudice. Id at 652-53.
44. Schriro, 550 U.S. at 469.
45. Id. at 476-77 ("The District Court was entitled to conclude that regardless of what information
counsel might have uncovered in his investigation, Landrigan would have interrupted and refused to
allow his counsel to present any such evidence.").
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consequences of such proof being withheld. 46 Finally, the Court found that any
additional evidence would not have altered the outcome of the penalty trial. 47
As is apparent, the majority gave no consideration to Eighth Amendment
requirements, reasonably so, as the argument was not before the Court. The Court's
focus was on whether there was a deviation from clearly established law, the
benchmark for a grant of habeas relief,48 and it concluded that no prior holding
mandated a knowing and informed waiver of the production or presentation of
evidence. 49 Justice Stevens, in his dissenting opinion joined by three other members
of the Court, seemed to initially acknowledge the substantive need for mitigation
evidence to ensure Eighth Amendment reliability, attacking the majority's
"parsimonious appraisal of a capital defendant's constitutional right to have the
sentencing decision reflect meaningful consideration of all relevant mitigating
evidence."o The dissent quickly retreated, however, focusing on such a right as a
waivable one, but one where the waiver must be knowing and informed:
For a capital defendant, the right to have the sentencing authority
give full consideration to mitigating evidence that might support a
sentence other than death is of paramount importance-in some
cases just as important as the right to representation by counsel ....
Our longstanding precedent . . . requires that any waiver of the right

to adduce such evidence be knowing, intelligent, and voluntary.'
In sum, while the majority and dissent differed on whether it was already
settled that the waiver of mitigation evidence must be knowing and informed, the
entire Court accepted the principle that a defendant might prevent a trier of fact
from receiving case-critical proof determinative of whether death was the deserved
and necessary punishment.5 2 The incompatibility of this analysis with
contemporary Eighth Amendment jurisprudence is developed in Section V. First,
however, scholarship and decisional law regarding a defendant's right to prevent
the presentation of mitigation evidence are surveyed.

11.

THE HISTORIC JUDICIAL AND SCHOLARLY ANALYSIS OF MITIGATION-WAIVER
CASES

Both prior and subsequent to Landrigan, courts nationally have placed few
barriers in the path of a defendant who seeks to waive the presentation of
mitigation evidence, and in virtually every instance has done so without reference
to Eighth Amendment principles or concerns.53 Because so many of the claims

46. Id. at 479 (citation omitted).

47. Id. at 480-81.
48. See Bentele, supra note 32, and accompanying text (discussing the foundation of a habeas
petition).
49. Schriro, 550 U.S. at 479.
50. Id. at 482 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
51. Id. at 486-87 (citations omitted).
52. Id. at 478-79 (majority opinion); id. at 484-86, 500 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
53. See, e.g., Bishop, 882 So. 2d at 145 (denying defendant's habeas petition based on defendant's
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were presented in the context of challenges to trial counsel's ineffectiveness, the
judicial analysis upholding such waivers focused on the failure to prove deficient
performance,S4 the absence of prejudice,s" or the issue of voluntariness.5 6
Even outside of the context of an ineffectiveness claim, courts have repeatedly
emphasized the issue as one of the defendant's right to control his case." As the
Kentucky Supreme Court opined, "the defendant[] is master of his own defense and
pilot of the ship . . .. and thus may elect to ignore the advice of his counsel and to

waive the presentation of mitigating evidence."" Albeit tangential to the focus of
this article, in so holding, the Kentucky court made no distinction as to which
choices are exclusively in the control of the accused and which remain vested in
counsel's discretion. 9 It has traditionally been the case that "[t]he decisions
consistently deemed to be ultimately reserved for the defendant include: whether to
plead guilty, whether to accept a plea agreement, whether to waive a jury trial,
whether to testify, and whether to appeal." 60 By citing to Farettav. California' and
its affirmation of a defendant's right of self-representation, 62 the Kentucky decision
equated three rights-the right to self-represent with the right to control a case
where there is counsel, and both of those rights with the right to "plead guilty" to
death.6 1
In its analysis, the Kentucky court was explicit in upholding the defendant's
right to direct his case; this is a common thread in habeas cases, whether implied or
stated explicitly, and goes to the core of the issue.6 More than a decade ago, the

own previous attempts to block introduction of mitigation evidence).
54. Id. ("Bishop blocked his counsels' efforts and cannot now claim deficient performance.").
55. See, e.g., Allen v. Sec'y, Fla. Dep't of Corr., 611 F.3d 740, 762 (1lth Cir. 2010) ("[I]f a
competent defendant did instruct his counsel not to offer any mitigating evidence, counsel's failure to
investigate further could not have been prejudicial under Strickland.") (citations omitted) (internal
quotation marks omitted); Duty v. Workman, 366 F. App'x 863, 872 (10th Cir. 2010) ("[H]e has failed
to demonstrate a reasonable probability that the trial judge would have sentenced him to something less
than death, even if he had considered all of the claimed mitigation evidence."); Taylor v. Horn, 504 F.3d
416, 455 (3d Cir. 2007) ("[W]hatever counsel could have uncovered, Taylor would not have permitted
any witnesses to testify, and was therefore not prejudiced by any inadequacy in counsel's investigation
or decision not to present mitigation evidence.").
56. See, e.g., State v. Bearup, 211 P.3d 684, 694 n.3 (Ariz. 2009) (emphasizing that after conducting
a colloquy, the trial court concluded that the defendant "knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily waived
his right to counsel and to present mitigation evidence during the penalty phase," and noting that
Landriganquestioned whether such a requirement exists).
57. See, e.g., St. Clair v. Commonwealth, 140 S.W.3d 510, 560 (Ky. 2004) (explaining that
defendant's decision not to present mitigating evidence at sentencing was protected by the right to
control one's own defense).
58. Id. (citations omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
59. Id. at 560-61.
60. Rodney J. Uphoff, Who Should Control the Decision to Call a Witness. Respecting a Criminal
Defendant's Tactical Choices, 68 U. CIN. L. REV. 763, 766 n.13 (2000) (citing STANDARDS FOR
CRIMINAL JUSTICE R. 4-5.2 (1993); MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.2(a) (1989)).
61. 422 U.S. 806 (1975). For a discussion of the Court's post-Faretta jurisprudence, and its support
for this article's contention that a defendant is not permitted to preclude the presentation of mitigation
evidence see infra Section IV.
62. Faretta,422 U.S. at 819.
63. St. Clair, 140 S.W.3d at 560-6 1.
64. See, e.g., Taylor, 504 F.3d at 455 (recognizing that Taylor would not have permitted the
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Tennessee Supreme Court iterated "that decisions, including whether to forego a
legally available objective because of non-legal factors, are for the client and not
the lawyer."65 Surveying national decisional law in 2003, the Utah Supreme Court
found that the clear majority of cases deferred to a defendant's choice, approving
the stance that "a defendant's Sixth Amendment right to represent himself and
control the course of the proceedings carries with it the right to choose how
much-if any-mitigating evidence is offered."66 Although the Utah case involved
a pro se defendant, the court relied on cases where the accused did have counsel,
impliedly finding no difference and according the defendant an absolute right to
control the direction of his case, even when it mandates a sentence of death.6 1
The right of the defendant to self-represent, and eschew the presentation of
mitigation evidence, has also been deemed paramount under federal death penalty
law.6 8 In United States v. Davis,69 the defendant had his death sentence overturned
and the matter remanded for a new penalty trial. 70 Davis insisted upon representing
himself and made clear his desire to only attack the prosecution's proof of
aggravating factors." The District Court permitted the self-representation but
appointed "independent counsel . . . to represent the 'interest of the public' in
having a full and fair penalty phase proceeding . . . . [and] present traditional

mitigating factors in favor of Davis to the jury at the penalty trial." 72 On
mandamus, the Fifth Circuit reversed, concluding that Davis's right to selfrepresentation was paramount and that "[a]ny attempt by standby counsel to
present traditional mitigating evidence (against the wishes of Davis) would also
violate Davis's Farettaright and this writ."7 In so holding, the Court conducted no
Eighth Amendment analysis.7 4
Indeed, one federal court has couched its analysis in the command of legal
ethics and professional responsibility. 5 Rejecting an ineffectiveness claim, the
Fourth Circuit began its analysis by being "mindful that in North Carolina-as in
most jurisdictions-the client must be permitted by his lawyers to control his own

presentation of evidence an attorney would have discovered); Commonwealth v. Tedford, 567 A.2d 610,
626-27 (Pa. 1989) (emphasizing that a court may not proceed "against the declared wishes of a
defendant").
65. Zagorski v. State, 983 S.W.2d 654, 658 (Tenn. 1998).
66. State v. Arguelles, 63 P.3d 731, 753 (Utah 2003).
67. Id.
68. See, e.g., Faretta,422 U.S. at 834 ("The defendant . . . will bear the personal consequences of a
conviction... . [T]herefore, [he] must be free personally to decide whether in his particular case counsel
is to his advantage. And although he may conduct his own defense ultimately to his own detriment, his
choice must be honored. . . .").
69. 285 F.3d 378 (5th Cir. 2002).
70. Id. at 385.
71. Id. at 384-85.
72. Id. at 380.
73. Id. at 385.
74. By contrast, the dissenting judge analyzed the claim under an Eighth Amendment standard and
concluded that the need for mitigation evidence was clear and controlling. Id. at 39091 (Dennis, J., dissenting).
75. See Frye v. Lee, 235 F.3d 897, 904-07 (4th Cir. 2000) ("Frye's attorneys took reasonable steps
to comply with their professional responsibilities....").
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defense, as long as he is 'fully informed' in making his decisions.""6 The Court of
Appeals concluded with an expression of concern for the lawyers, maintaining, "if
the lawyer defies his client's wishes, and in so doing presents evidence that harms
the client, he might render ineffective assistance and commit malpractice as
well."" However, the court did not explain how securing a sentence of life
8
imprisonment, rather than death, could ever be an act that "harms the client."
The range of rationales for upholding defendant waivers of mitigation
evidence does not stop at ethical concerns. In Texas, a recent decision focused on
the impossibility of enforcing a rule requiring counsel to present mitigation
evidence over a defendant's objection.79 After stating that the right to have
mitigation evidence considered does not confer a concomitant mandate that such
proof be presented,"o the Texas court adopted Ohio's rationale that "[a] rule
requiring the presentation of mitigating evidence would be impossible to enforce.
Even if the court attempted to require an attorney to present mitigation evidence, it
cannot force an unwilling defendant to provide that evidence to his attorney. "81
The Texas court ignored the fact attorneys have an obligation to conduct a full
mitigation investigation pre-trial,"2 and that this obligation exists even when the
accused is uncooperative. 83 That court also failed to address the ease with which
such evidence is produced in non-capital cases, in the form of pre-sentence
investigations.8 4 As discussed in Part VI, a rule requiring the presentation of
mitigation evidence would be enforceable.
It deserves note that not every jurisdiction has approved the absolute waiver of
mitigation.s The most profound example, and simultaneously one virtually alone in

76. Id. at 906 (citing State v. White, 508 S.E.2d 253, 273 (N.C. 1998) (giving a defendant control
over even "tactical" decisions)), see White, 508 S.E.2d at 273 ("[W]hen counsel and a fully informed
criminal defendant client reach an absolute impasse as to such tactical decisions, the client's wishes
must control; this rule is in accord with the principal-agent nature of the attorney-client relationship."
(quoting State v. Ali, 407 S.E.2d 183, 189 (N.C. 1991)).
77. Frye, 235 F.3d at 907.
78. Id. (explaining that only if an attorney defies his client's wishes and "harms the client," the
attorney has rendered ineffective assistance and potentially committed malpractice).
79. Shore v. State, No. AP-75,049, 2007 Tex. Crim. App. LEXIS 612 (Tex. Crim. App. Dec. 12,
2007).
80. Id. at *30-31.
81. Id. at *32 (quoting Ohio v. Ashworth, 706 N.E.2d 1231, 1237-38 (Ohio 1999)).
82. See Porter v. McCollum, 130 S. Ct. 447, 452 (2009) (noting counsel's "obligation to conduct a
thorough investigation of the defendant's background" (quoting Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 396
(2000))); Adam Lamparello, Establishing Guidelines for Attorney Representation of Criminal
Defendants at the Sentencing Phase of Capital Trials, 62 ME. L. REV. 97, 138-39, 146-47 (2010)
(advocating for the development of a "Death Penalty Representation Commission" which would require
attorneys to conduct a thorough mitigation evidence investigation).
83. See West v. Bell, 550 F.3d 542, 568 (6th Cir. 2008) ("[C]ounsel has an independent duty to
investigate mitigating evidence, even if the defendant is reluctant.").
84. But cf Rachel E. Barkow, The Court of Life and Death: The Two Tracks of Constitutional
Sentencing Law and the Case for Uniformity, 107 MICH. L. REv. 1145, 1153-55 (2009) (comparing
sentencing between capital and non-capital cases, and finding that in non-capital cases defendants are
often unable or not required to produce mitigation evidence).
85. See Muhammad, 782 So. 2d at 363 (finding that a defendant may not absolutely waive a
mitigation investigation).
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this stance, is Florida. As of 2001, the state mandates
[T]he preparation of a [pre-sentence investigation (PSI)] in every
case where the defendant is not challenging the imposition of the
death penalty and refuses to present mitigation evidence. To be
meaningful, the PSI should be comprehensive and should include
information such as previous mental health problems (including
hospitalizations), school records, and relevant family background ...
. school records, military records, and medical records. Further ...
the trial court has the discretion to call persons with mitigating
evidence as its own witnesses. . . . If the trial court prefers that
counsel present mitigation rather than calling its own witnesses, the
trial court possesses the discretion to appoint counsel to present the
mitigation

. . . .8

A similar stance against absolute waiver of mitigation evidence was suggested
in New Jersey 87 when that state still had a death penalty statute, 8 and in one
instance was proposed as an appropriate option for Georgia trial judges."
In the rare instances where Eighth Amendment claims have been raised to
challenge a defendant's waiver of mitigation, they have been squarely rejected,9 0
improperly framed,9' or in some fashion procedurally defaulted. 92 Indiana has found
that Eighth Amendment reliability arises not from consideration of mitigation
evidence, but rather from the opportunity for it to be presented.93 The Indiana
court's analysis adopted California's analysis wholesale in its finding that the
"required reliability" is attained with proof of aggravating factors, proper jury
instructions, and consideration of "the relevant mitigating evidence, if any, which
the defendant has chosen to present."9 4 In Oklahoma, an Eighth Amendment
challenge was rejected after being framed as an improper limitation on a jury's

86. Id. at 363-64.
87. See Koedatich, 548 A.2d at 993-95 (recognizing that there is a state interest in ensuring that the
death penalty is properly applied, therefore mitigation evidence must be presented to a jury).
N.J.
Laws 204, available at
88. Act of May
10, 2007, ch. 204, 2007
http://wwwjudiciary.state.nj.us/legis/2007c204_law.pdf (eliminating the death penalty and replacing it
with life imprisonment without eligibility for parole in certain circumstances).
89. See Morrison v. State, 373 S.E.2d 506, 509 (Ga. 1988) (suggesting that trial courts may have an
obligation to conduct an independent mitigation investigation when no evidence is presented and the
court has not heard all the facts and circumstances).
90. See Smith v. State, 686 N.E.2d 1264, 1275 (Ind. 1997) (finding that the Eighth Amendment
does not outweigh a defendant's right to waive a mitigation investigation).
91. Magnan v. State, 207 P.3d 397, 410-11 (Okla. Crim. App. 2009) (finding that a jury is not
required to hear mitigating evidence in order to render a proper sentencing under the Eighth
Amendment).
92. See State v. Taylor, No. 0003016874, 2010 Del. Super. LEXIS 376, at *23-28 (Del. Super. Ct.
Aug. 6, 2010) (finding that an Eighth Amendment argument was waived because counsel did not raise it
at trial); Whitehead v. State, 955 So. 2d 448, 455-56 (Ala. Crim. App. 2006) (finding that when a client
waives his or her right to present mitigation evidence, he or she is estopped from raising a claim of
ineffective counsel due to the counsel's failure to present mitigating evidence).
93. Smith, 686 N.E.2d at 1275.
94. Id. (quoting People v. Bloom, 774 P.2d 698, 719 (Cal. 1989)).
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right to consider mitigating evidence, rather than as one of actual ineligibility.9 In
both Alabama and Delaware, courts have determined such claims to have been
improperly preserved and therefore waived.96 Hence, it can fairly be said that
national decisional law overwhelmingly approves of the waiver, but without
consideration of whether that approach violates the Eighth Amendment command
that death be reserved only for the "worst of the worst.""
Scholarship addressing the issue of a defendant's waiver of the presentation of
mitigation evidence is of long standing, yet almost universally fails to address the
implications of the "worst of the worst" requirement of death penalty selection.98
This failure may be excused in the earlier writings because that Eighth Amendment
threshold was not yet a component of the Court's death penalty jurisprudence;" its
absence from more recent scholarship is inexplicable.
One early article advocated against permitting such waivers. In 1987 Professor
Linda Carter argued for the importance of mitigation evidence to ensure the just
and proper application of the death penalty and to permit meaningful
proportionality review upon appeal. 0 For Professor Carter, individual rights of
self-representation or the right to control one's case are not absolute and must
occasionally bow to the needs of system integrity.' 0 In particular, Professor Carter
finds that the Eighth Amendment demands system integrity: "The death penalty is
irreversible . . . . A necessary part of ensuring reliability in the process is the

consideration of the individual and the particular crime." 02
For Professor Carter, a defendant is entitled to elect whether to live or die
because they select the objective of the representation in that case: "The decision to
seek life or death is a fundamental decision in a capital case. Although an attorney
makes strategic decisions in litigation, the questions of the objectives of the
litigation are the client's to make."' For her, the remedy was a mechanism of third
party intervention-appointment of an independent "attorney whose specific role is
to present mitigating evidence."'" This position soon became overshadowed in

95. Magnan, 207 P.3d at 410-11.
96. Taylor, 2010 Del. Super. LEXIS 376, at *23-26; Whitehead,955 So. 2d at 455-56.
97. See Kansas v. Marsh, 548 U.S. 163, 206 (2006) (Souter, J., dissenting) ("[Tihe death penalty
must be reserved for 'the worst of the worst."' (quoting Roper, 543 U.S. at 568)); Gregg v. Georgia, 428
U.S. 153, 187 (1976) (finding the death penalty is a suitable punishment for the most extreme crimes).
98. Cf Christopher M. Smith, Note, Schriro v. Summerlin: A FatalAccident of Timing, 54 DEPAUL
L. REv. 1325, 1361 (2005) (arguing the Supreme Court has found capital punishment is for the "worst
of the worst," but advocating this proposition in the context of cases in which procedural options were
not available at the time of a defendant's final sentencing).
99. See Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 309 (1972) (plurality opinion) (Stewart, J., concurring)
(finding the death penalty is within the core of the Eighth Amendment's guarantee against cruel and
unusual punishment); see also Linda E. Carter, MaintainingSystemic Integrity in Capital Cases: The
Use of Court-AppointedCounsel to Present MitigatingEvidence When the Defendant Advocates Death,
55 TENN. L. REv. 95, 102 (1987) (discussing Furman, the seminal Eighth Amendment case in death
penalty jurisprudence).
100. Carter, supra note 99, at 129.
101. Id. at 110-Il.
102. Id. at I10.
103. Id. at 146.
104. Id at 149.
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scholarship by an emphasis on a defendant's right to control the case, with little
consideration given to the ultimate issue of whether it is unconstitutional to execute
persons who, based on available facts, were not among the "worst of the worst." 05
As early as 1988, Professor Richard Bonnie recognized the dilemma but
emphasized a defendant's right to control his or her case.10 6 Professor Bonnie found
it satisfactory that the trial judge ensure that the state had proved the "definitional"
requisite for a death sentence, the necessary aggravating factor. 0 "Beyond that,
however, the competent defendant should be entitled to decide not to avail himself
of the opportunity either to develop and present a case in mitigation or to try to
persuade the sentencer that this evidence has sufficient weight to call for
leniency."'o
A 1993 Note took a contrary stance, urging that, at least under the terms of
Washington State's penalty statute, that state's supreme court should establish
0
procedures for third party production of mitigation evidence.o'
This conclusion
was derived from the emphasis on individualized sentencing found in various
Supreme Court decisions."10
This thesis was urged more forcefully in 2002 by Anthony Casey.' Arguing
that the state's interest and that of the defendant varied at differing stages in the
capital case process," 2 the article applied a balancing-of-interests analysis."' The
conclusion was that the defendant's interest in accepting punishment, speaking on
his own behalf and admitting guilt, whether individually or collectively, does not
justify a trial with no mitigation evidence (which the article proposed be presented
by a third party)." 4 While emphasizing the need for individualized, informed
sentencing, the article did not discuss whether certain defendants were, as a matter
of law, barred from death penalty selection by a jury and assumed it proper for a
defendant to take the stand and request that death be imposed.1

105. See, e.g., Richard J. Bonnie, The Dignity of the Condemned, 74 VA. L. REv. 1363, 1377 (1988)
(arguing that a defendant's right to control a case offsets the societal interest in preserving the moral
integrity of the death penalty); Justin F. Marceau, Exploring the Intersection of Effectiveness &
Autonomy in Capital Sentencing, 42 CAL. W. L. REv. 183, 205-07 (2006) (advocating that the Sixth
Amendment requires respect for client autonomy, but that attorneys must take steps to fully inform their
clients of the consequences of their decision if they choose to waive presentation of mitigation
evidence).
106. Bonnie, supra note 105, at 1377.
107. Id. at 1379.
108. Id. at 1387.
109. Laura A. Rosenwald, Note, Death Wish: What Washington Courts Should Do When a Capital
Defendant Wants to Die, 68 WASH. L. REv. 735, 750-52 (1993).
110. Id. at 748 (citing Gregg, 428 U.S. at 196-98).
Ill. See Anthony J. Casey, Maintaining the Integrity of Death: An Argument for Restricting a
Defendant's Right to Volunteer for Execution at Certain Stages in Capital Proceedings,
30 AM. J. CRIM. L. 75, 105 (2002) (advocating that states require mitigation evidence, even over the
defendant's objections, during capital sentencing).
112. See id. at 77 ("The interest of the state in preventing execution volunteering is strongest at the
earliest stages of capital proceedings; conversely the interest of the defendant in waiving proceedings is
strongest at the latest stages.").
113. Id.atlO-05.
114. Id. at l05.
115. Id. ("The defendant is free to take the stand and confess guilt or even to request a death
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In 2006 the issue of waiver of mitigation was addressed again, with the
primary focus on whether courts should analyze such claims with a lawyer- or
client-autonomy focus." 6 The article accepted as a predicate that such waivers are
permissible, and found no conflict with Eighth Amendment principles, but posited
that such a waiver must be a fully informed one, with counsel first having
undertaken an appropriate investigation into what mitigation evidence could be
produced." The article was Sixth Amendment driven, with no consideration of the
impermissibility of executing those who were not in that small class of those
actually deserving death."'
Post-Landrigan, the literature has been disturbingly silent on that decision's
implications and correctness." 9 In one 2010 article,12 0 there was essentially
uncritical acceptance of a defendant's right to waive mitigation, and no Eighth
Amendment scrutiny of the resulting unreliability of the sentencing decision and
the possible application of the penalty to one who does not fit within the parameters
of the "worst of the worst."' 2 ' While emphasizing that mitigation evidence was core
to ensuring that the death penalty be meted out only to those who qualified as the
"worst of the worst," 2 the article accepted unquestioningly that the right to present
mitigation evidence could be waived, positing that such a waiver must be knowing
and intelligent, a demand it found ignored by the Landrigan majority.'23
In sum, the literature focuses largely on Sixth Amendment concerns and has
little discussion of whether the Eighth Amendment itself prohibits execution of
those with available, and often compelling, mitigation if they choose to die. This
Article now turns to why in fact such executions are prohibited.

sentence.").
It6. Marceau, supra note 105, at 183-84.
117. Id at 205-07.
118. Id. at 206-08.
119. As of November 5, 2011, a search of LexisNexis under "Law Reviews, CLE, Legal Journals &
Periodicals, Combined" using the search parameters "Landrigan" and "Eighth Amendment" returned
sixty-three articles. A search under the same database with the parameters "Landrigan" and "Eighth
Amendment" and "Sixth Amendment" produced forty-two articles. However, only a few of these, which
are further discussed below, actually discuss the Landrigan decision and its implications. See, e.g., Dale
E. Ho, Silent at Sentencing: Waiver Doctrine and a Capital Defendant 's Right to Present Mitigating
Evidence After Schriro v. Landrigan, 62 FLA. L. REV. 721, 721-22 (2010) (discussing a capital
defendant's right to present mitigation evidence in the wake of Landrigan).
120. Id.
121. Id. at 732, 735-38, 762.
122. Id. at 736.
123. Id. at 732, 742-44. The same acceptance of the right to waive the presentation of mitigation
evidence is found in MacLean, supra note 8, which focuses on the need for a strong attorney-client
relationship and trust-building as the preventatives for such an occurrence:
The Court in Landrigan failed to address the defense attorney's lack of a mitigation
investigation within the context of the relationship between the attorney and the defendant.
Justice Thomas, in his majority opinion, must have presumed that Landrigan's defiance and
apparent waiver of mitigation would have persisted no matter what defense counsel did.
This kind of presumption should not stand when the defense attorney has breached his duty
of establishing rapport with the client.
Id. at 670 (footnote omitted).
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III. THE BAN ON EXECUTING THOSE NOT IN THE CATEGORY OF
"WORST OF THE WORST"

Any Eighth Amendment restriction on the imposition of the death penalty to

the subset of eligible defendants proved to be the "worst of the worst" cannot be
found in originalism or, indeed, in most of the jurisprudence governing capital
punishment.12 4 The originalist thread remains alive almost exclusively in the
reasoning of Justices Thomas and Scalia, who asserted in 2008 that "a method of
execution violates the Eighth Amendment only if it is deliberately designed to
inflict pain." 25 Yet historians, and the Court's jurisprudence through the midtwentieth century, accorded only a narrow reach to this Amendment's protection.126
It cannot be disputed that at the time of the adoption of the Bill of Rights the
death penalty was the standard, indeed default, punishment for an abundance of
crimes.127 While the language of the Amendment banning "cruel and unusual
punishments" 28 is capable of three applications,129 the historic evidence is strongest
that the original intent was to restrict methods of punishment, particularly those
that were "so painful or otherwise oppressive as to be out of bounds."3 0
Yet whatever the historic record shows about the intended reach of the Eighth
Amendment, that limitation is no longer controlling or even considered. This
evolution in Eighth Amendment jurisprudence began in 1958, with the observation
that "the words of the Amendment are not precise, and . . . their scope is not static.

The Amendment must draw its meaning from the evolving standards of decency
that mark the progress of a maturing society.""' It is this article's contention, and a
thesis critical to its conclusion, that the current reading of the Amendment restricts
its application in the death penalty context to those who are legally and factually

124. STUART BANNER, THE DEATH PENALTY: AN AMERICAN HISTORY 231-38 (2003).

125. Baze v. Rees, 553 U.S. 35, 94 (2008) (Thomas, J., joined by Scalia, J., concurring).
126. As it pertains to the thesis of this article, Justice Scalia authored an extended historical exegesis
of the Amendment, challenging claims that it was intended to or permitted considerations of whether the
sentence was proportional to the offense. Harmelin v. Michigan, 501 U.S. 957, 979-85 (1991).
127. BANNER, supra note 124, at 23 ("The death penalty circa 1700 was the equivalent of prison
today-the standard punishment for a wide range of serious crimes.").
128. U.S. CONST. amend. VillI ("Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed,
nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.").
129. Based upon common usage at the time of the adoption of the Eighth Amendment, "cruel and
unusual punishments" could apply to three types of concerns: proportionality (reserving the punishment
for only the most severe of crimes), punishment unauthorized by law, and extreme methods of
punishment. BANNER, supra note 124, at 232-33.
130. Id. at 233; see also COLIN DAYAN, THE STORY OF CRUEL AND UNUSUAL 7 (2007) (averring that
the drafters' intent was to prohibit tortures and other barbarous methods of punishment). But cf Joshua
E. Kastenberg, An EnlightenedAddition to the Original Meaning: Voltaire and the Eighth Amendment's
Prohibition Against Cruel and Unusual Punishment, 5 TEMP. POL. & CIV. RTs. L. REv. 49, 50 (1995)
(contending that Voltaire's opposition to the death penalty informed this choice of language); Robert J.
McWhirter, Baby, Don't Be Cruel Part 1: What's So "Cruel & Unusual" About the Eighth
Amendment?, 46 ARIZ. ATT'Y 13, 16 (2009) (finding the language to incorporate proportionality); John
F. Stinneford, The Original Meaning of "Unusual": The Eighth Amendment as a Bar to Cruel
Innovation, 102 Nw. U. L. REv. 1739, 174344 (2008) (positing that significance must be given to the
word "unusual," which the author urges to be read as inconsistent with, or differing from, traditional
forms of punishment).
131. Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 100-01 (1958) (footnote omitted).
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the "worst of the worst" of those who commit capital offenses. 32
Over the past thirty-plus years, capital litigation before the Supreme Court has
moved, if somewhat irregularly, toward a metric of who is "death-worthy."' 3 The
criteria governing "death-worthiness" was initially seen as the responsibility of the
legislature, with the Court's role limited to ensuring that narrowing criteria were
deployed 3 4 and that a form of guided discretion was applied.'
The Court was first confronted with, but avoided, the issue of whether a
particular defendant'3 6 was death-worthy in Lockett v. Ohio. 37 Sandra Lockett,
sentenced as a minimal participant in a robbery in which a death resulted, included
among her claims the argument that "it violates the Eighth Amendment to impose
the penalty of death without a finding that the defendant possessed a purpose to
cause the death of the victim."'"3 Rather than address this, the Court's lead opinion
attacked the procedures used to impose the sentence of death, invalidating the
sentence "because the statute under which it was imposed did not permit the
sentencing judge to consider, as mitigating factors, her character, prior record, age,
lack of specific intent to cause death, and her relatively minor part in the crime." 39
This holding left the issue of death-worthiness in the legislature's purview, with no
substantive limit imposed by the Court.140
Death-worthiness slowly infiltrated the Court's jurisprudence. The Court first
made clear that (in the absence of other aggravating factors) heinousness in excess
of that inherent in all unlawful murder was required to be death eligible.141 Next, in
Enmund v. Florida42 the Court condemned as disproportionate the death penalty
for a participant in a felony murder who neither killed nor attempted to take a life,
and who neither "intended [n]or contemplated that life would be taken." 43

132. This thesis was initially developed by this author in Jules Epstein, Death-Worthiness and
ProsecutorialDiscretion in Capital Case Charging, 19 TEMP. POL. & Civ. RTS. L. REV. 389 (2010).
The text that follows is an encapsulation of the argument developed therein.
133. See id. at 390-91 (describing the evolution of "death-worthiness" from the prerogative of the
legislature, with courts ensuring the narrow application of established criteria, to a holistic assessment
by the courts, which considers crime, record, background, and mitigation).
134. Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262, 270-72 (1976).
135. "[T]he requirements of Furman are satisfied when the sentencing authority's discretion is
guided and channeled by requiring examination of specific factors that argue in favor of or against
imposition of the death penalty, thus eliminating total arbitrariness and capriciousness in its imposition."
Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242, 258 (1976).
136. One year earlier, in Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584 (1977), the Court determined that some
crimes could not merit the death penalty. Id. at 600 (holding that a death sentence was disproportionate
under the Eighth Amendment for the rape of an adult woman). Subsequently, this categorical exclusion
of certain crimes has been extended to all "nonhomicide crimes against individual persons." Kennedy v.
Louisiana, 554 U.S. 407, 438 (2008).
137. 438 U.S. 586, 589 (1978).
138. Id at 624 (White, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
139. Id at 597 (plurality opinion).
140. Id at 606-09.
141. Godfrey v. Georgia, 446 U.S. 420, 433 (1980) ("The petitioner's crimes cannot be said to have
reflected a consciousness materially more 'depraved' than that of any person guilty of murder.").
142. 458 U.S. 782 (1982).
143. Id. at 801. The Enmund limiting principle does not apply to one who, while not himself causing
the death, was a defendant "whose participation is major and whose mental state is one of reckless
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The limiting of the death penalty to those truly death-worthy became
pronounced as the Court expanded the categorical exclusion of certain murderers
from death eligibility, first those with mental retardation'" and then for those who
are minors.145 Critical here is the Court's linking of those exclusions to a metric of
death-worthiness. As explained in Atkins,
If the culpability of the average murderer is insufficient to justify the
most extreme sanction available to the State, the lesser culpability of
the mentally retarded offender surely does not merit that form of
retribution. Thus, pursuant to our narrowing jurisprudence, which
seeks to ensure that only the most deserving of execution are put to
death, an exclusion for the mentally retarded is appropriate. 46
This narrowing principle of death-worthiness has not been applied uniformly.
In Kansas v. Marsh,147 the Court upheld Kansas's death penalty statute, which
required a sentence of death if aggravating and mitigating factors were of equal
weight, i.e., in "equipoise."l 4 8 The Court majority never discussed the need to
identify the "worst of the worst," or whether such identification could be
accomplished when there was mitigation equal to the aggravating factor(s), a point
emphasized by the dissent.149 Rather, for the majority, all that mattered was
adherence to procedural protections: proof of an aggravating factor, and the right of
jurors to hear and give weight to mitigation evidence.1 0 As the majority concluded,
"Kansas' weighing equation merely channels a jury's discretion by providing it
with criteria by which it may determine whether a sentence of life or death is
appropriate [and thus] provides the type of 'guided discretion' we have
sanctioned."' 5 1

indifference to the value of human life." Tison v. Arizona, 481 U.S. 137, 152 (1987).
144. Atkins, 536 U.S. at 321.
145. Roper, 543 U.S. at 578.
146. Atkins, 536 U.S. at 319. This same narrowing principle was expressed in Roper, where the
majority emphasized that "the death penalty is reserved for a narrow category of crimes and offenders. .
. . [and that] juvenile offenders cannot with reliability be classified among the worst offenders." Roper,
543 U.S. at 569.
147. 548 U.S. at 163.
148. Id. at 166.
149. Id. at 205-07 (Souter, J. dissenting) ("The statute thus addresses the risk of morally unjustifiable
death sentence, not by minimizing it as precedent unmistakably requires, but by guaranteeing that in
equipoise cases the risk will be realized, by placing a thumb [on] death's side of the scale." (alteration in
original) (internal quotation marks omitted)).
150. Id at 175 (majority opinion) ("in aggregate, our precedents confer upon defendants the right to
present sentencers with information relevant to the sentencing decision and oblige sentencers to consider
that information in determining the appropriate sentence. The thrust of our mitigation jurisprudence ends
here.").
151. Id. at 177 (citations omitted). In some ways this follows from the Court's repudiation of the
claim that capital sentencing schemes are unconstitutional unless they mandate appellate proportionality
review, I.e., an inquiry as to "whether the penalty is nonetheless unacceptable in a particular case
because disproportionate to the punishment imposed on others convicted of the same crime." Pulley v.
Harris, 465 U.S. 37, 43 (1984). In Pulley, the Court reasoned that California's capital sentencing statute,
albeit without proportionality review, sufficiently narrowed the class of death-eligible defendants to
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Marsh may be a temporary retreat from application of a death-worthiness
metric, as the issue of narrowing was core in the Court's subsequent decision
52
prohibiting the death penalty in child rape cases where no death resulted.' A
specific concern in banning capital punishment in such cases was the inability to
ensure that only the death-worthy would be so sentenced: "Beginning the same
process for crimes for which no one has been executed in more than 40 years
would require experimentation in an area where a failed experiment would result in
the execution of individuals undeserving of the death penalty."'
The vitality of a categorical approach to those who may be subject to the
penalty of death is found in the Court's most recent non-capital Eighth Amendment
54
Albeit a ruling on "whether the Constitution
decision, Graham v. Florida.1
permits a juvenile offender to be sentenced to life in prison without parole for a
nonhomicide crime,""ss Graham contains important pronouncements on the current
status of Eighth Amendment jurisprudence in capital cases and strongly endorses a
proportionality scheme meant to limit sentences to those who most certainly
deserve them. 56
As to the former, the Court first emphasized that "under the Eighth
Amendment, the State must respect the human attributes even of those who have
committed serious crimes."'17 Although making this point as an explanation of why
certain means of punishment such as torture are absolutely precluded, the language
reaches further in its recognition of a core value: the need for punishment to be
informed by "human attributes."' 8
The Court explained in Graham that the greater focus on application of the
prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment is that of ensuring
proportionality.
The concept of proportionality is central to the Eighth Amendment.
Embodied in the Constitution's ban on cruel and unusual
punishments is the precept of justice that punishment for crime
should be graduated and proportioned to [the] offense. . . . [T]he

Court implements the proportionality standard by certain categorical
restrictions on the death penalty. "

comport with Eighth Amendment requirements. Id. at 53-54. For similar reasoning, see Marsh, 548 U.S.
at 175. This holding does not detract from the validity of the death-worthiness metric proposed here for
two reasons: Pulley preceded the emergence of the Court's death-worthiness analysis; and the lack of a
need for proportionality follows from a process where after proof of eligibility is made "[a]dditional
evidence may be offered and the jury is given a list of relevant factors." Pulley, 465 U.S. at 51. The
overarching concern was in lessening the chance of an arbitrary verdict, which is arguably the precise
outcome of a non-mitigation case. Id. at 55.
152. Kennedy, 554 U.S. at 439.
153. Id. at 441.
154. 130 S. Ct. at 2022-33.
155. Id. at 2017-18.
156. Id. at 2021.
157. Id.
158. Id. ("[T]he State must respect the human attributes even of those who have committed serious
crimes.").
159. Id. (citation omitted) (internal quotation omitted).
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Of greatest importance, the Court acknowledged that proportionality was
achieved by categorical rules that addressed either the nature of the offense or "the
characteristics of the offender."' 60 In turning then to the issue before it, the
importance of categorical limitation was found, at least in part, in the lesserblameworthiness of the juvenile offender regardless of the magnitude and
heinousness of the offense.161 The Court reiterated that a consideration of offender
characteristics is critical to the judicial application of the Eighth Amendment: "The
judicial exercise of independent judgment requires consideration of the culpability
of the offenders at issue in light of their crimes and characteristics, along with the
severity of the punishment in question." 62
Graham, therefore, stands as confirmation of an Eighth Amendment
proportionality regime that limits punishment to those who, based on personal
characteristics as well as the underlying crime, meet the categorical eligibility
threshold.'16 While heretofore the categorical approach has been to exclude groups
from the pool of those eligible to receive the punishment of death, in each instance
that exclusion has been delineated because at least some in that category are not
"the worst." 64 This winnowing process can have only one rationale-to ensure that
only those who are indeed "the worst" are those who actually receive the sentence
of death.
Admittedly, the Court has distinguished between capital punishment eligibility
and selection.'16 Eligibility is defined by the aggravating factors or class
membership (e.g., being over age eighteen at the time of the commission of the
murder) that permits the state to seek a death sentence. 166 "Selection," by contrast,
is the jury decision of whether this particular eligible defendant is in fact sentenced
to death.16 1 Yet the fact that the categorical exclusions to date have been in terms of
eligibility does not imply or authorize a "free-for-all" randomness within the
selection process.'16 To the contrary, the elaborate "mechanics" of that process-the
expansive definition of mitigation evidence,1 69 the Sixth Amendment assurance of
the right to effective assistance of counsel embodying an "obligation to conduct a

160. Graham, 130 S. Ct. at 2022.
161. Id. at 2027.
162. Id. at 2026.
163. Id. at 2031-33.
164. See id. at 2026 (noting juveniles cannot be reliably classified as "the worst" offenders).
165. See id. (drawing comparison to sentencing juveniles to life without parole, noting that "the
statutory eligibility of ajuvenile offender . .. does not indicate that the penalty has been endorsed").
166. See Graham, 130 S. Ct. at 2056 (noting defendants accused of committing crimes before age
eighteen are "ineligible" for death penalty sentencing) (citing Roper, 543 U.S. at 569).
167. Buchanan, 522 U.S. at 275. In the eligibility phase, the jury narrows the class of defendants
eligible for the death penalty, often through consideration of aggravating circumstances. In the selection
phase, the jury determines whether to impose a death sentence on an eligible defendant. Id. (citing
Tuilaepa, 512 U.S. at 971-72).
I 68. See, e.g., id. at 276 ("In the selection phase . . . the sentencer may not be precluded from
considering, and may not refuse to consider, any constitutionally relevant mitigating evidence.").
169. Tennard, 542 U.S. at 284-85 (confirming that the evidentiary threshold for mitigation evidence
is mere relevance, and defining such evidence broadly as any fact supportive of a sentence less than
death).
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thorough investigation of the defendant's background," 0 the relaxed evidentiary
threshold for mitigation evidence,"' the need for jury instructions that mandate
consideration of such evidence even in the absence of juror unanimity as to its
existence,'72 and the requirement that jurors be allowed to give full effect to
mitigating facts"'-all are the procedural components of a sentencing structure
designed to effectuate what the categorical exclusion decisions have articulated as
their rationale-to reserve the penalty of death for those most deserving, i.e., the
"worst of the worst."' 7 4
It is clear that even if this is not an enforceable standard, such as one where a
particular death sentence could be set aside because that defendant was not among
"the worst of the worst,""' this metric stands as the philosophical and moral
substructure of modem death penalty analysis and should therefore serve as the
measure against which the constitutionality of death sentence procedures are
assessed.' 76
Determining that the death penalty is to be reserved for the "worst of the
worst" is inadequate unless that term is not mere nomenclature but instead has a
definition. Albeit imprecise,"' this term applies not merely to the crime, or the
170. Porter, 130 S. Ct. at 452 (citing Williams, 529 U.S. at 396).
171. Sears v. Upton, 130 S. Ct. 3259, 3263 n.6 (2010) ("[R]eliable hearsay evidence that is relevant
to a capital defendant's mitigation defense should not be excluded by rote application of a state hearsay
rule.").
172. Mills v. Maryland, 486 U.S. 367, 384 (1988) (holding that mitigation evidence need not be
unanimously found to have effect, reasoning that if eleven jurors found a mitigating fact but one did not,
the resulting sentence of death would be unconstitutional because jurors could not give effect to
mitigating evidence).
173. Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302, 340 (1989), abrogated by Atkins, 536 U.S. at 305 (holding that
executions of mentally retarded criminals are prohibited by the Eighth Amendment, but arguably
preserving Penry's requirement that mitigating factors not be barred from consideration).
174. See, e.g., Graham, 130 S. Ct. at 2026 (explaining that juveniles are excluded from the "worst of
the worst" category of offenders for whom death penalty is reserved).
175. See, e.g., Dora W. Klein, Categorical Exclusions from Capital Punishment: How Many Wrongs
Make a Right?, 72 BROOK. L. REV. 1211, 1213 (2007) (noting the Court's failure to "articulate any
defining principles for the 'worst of the worst' category of offenders").
176. This metric of death-worthiness comports with theories espousing a "deserts" standard as the
baseline for Eighth Amendment restrictions in capital punishment. Scott W. Howe, Furman 's Mythical
Mandate, 40 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM 435, 461-63 (2007) ("The deserts-limitation builds on the idea that
the Eighth Amendment proscribes disproportional punishments as well as punishments deemed
altogether inhumane. . . . [this] help[s] ensure that only those who deserve the death penalty receive that
sanction."); Scott E. Sundby, The Lockett Paradox: Reconciling Guided Discretion and Unguided
Mitigation in Capital Sentencing, 38 UCLA L. REV. 1147, 1176-78 (1991) (explaining that "Furman,
Gregg, Woodson and Lockett . . . work[] towards the same end of identifying the group of defendants
most deserving of death such that its imposition is not cruel and unusual punishment" and that an
expansive standard for mitigation evidence "is directly tied to the ultimate issue of whether the
defendant deserves the death penalty").
177. The problem of defining who is deserving of the death penalty is well-recognized. In proposing
that juries determine whether to impose a capital sentence by focusing on a principle of "deserts
limitations," i.e., whether this particular individual deserves death rather than whether a death sentence
in this case is consistent with others similarly situated, Professor Howe acknowledges the
amorphousness of this concept:
The principal problem for the Court in using the deserts-limitation to regulate capital
sentencing trials is the absence of any apparent agreement about how to measure deserts.
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negative background of the perpetrator, but instead requires an assessment of
deservedness in light of all mitigating information.1 8
That this is clear comes from the Court's early and consistent mandate that no
death penalty be returned unless a jury could first consider and give meaningful
and its more recent holdings developing
weight to mitigating circumstances,'
categorical exclusions from death sentence eligibility.' As explained in Lockett,
the Court's 1976 holdings invalidating mandatory penalty schemes were premised
on the requirement that "the sentencing process must permit consideration of the
character and record of the individual offender and the circumstances of the
particular offense ... in order to ensure the reliability . . . of the determination that
death is the appropriate punishment in a specific case."'"' While intended more as
an assurance of process than a substantive limitation on eligibility,'82 the core
notion that death-worthiness cannot be assessed without considering mitigating
factors remains vital. 183
This is manifest in the mental retardation and youth ineligibility cases. In
Atkins, the Court deemed the mentally retarded ineligible for a death sentence,
regardless of the ability to form criminal intent and the aggravated nature of the
crime, because "the severity of the appropriate punishment necessarily depends on
the culpability of the offender."' 8 4 This lesser culpability of the mentally retarded
warranted exclusion precisely because it eliminated death-worthiness, or as the
Court described it, "that only the most deserving of execution are put to death."' 8 5
In Roper, the Court emphasized an array of defendant-character issues that made
such as
youths outside the "narrow category of crimes and offenders,"'
immaturity and impulsiveness, susceptibility to negative influences and pressure,

While a societal consensus surely exists that only the deserving should receive the death
penalty, the agreement does not proceed "all the way down" to specific rules about how to
determine deserts.
Howe, supra note 176, at 466.
178. See Buchanan, 522 U.S. at 276 ("In the selection phase ... the sentencer may not be precluded
from considering, and may not refuse to consider, any constitutionally relevant mitigating evidence.").
179. See Mills, 486 U.S. at 376 (citing Andres v. United States, 333 U.S. 740, 752 (1948)) (noting
the Supreme Court's careful review in Eighth Amendment challenges to death penalty sentences to
ensure proper foundation for jury's sentencing conclusion in light of mitigating factors).
180. See, e.g., Atkins, 536 U.S. at 321 (holding, in 2002, that the Eighth Amendment categorically
prohibits the execution of the mentally retarded).
181. Lockett, 438 U.S. at 601 (citations omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
182. The Court has made clear that there is no constitutional right to proportionality review, i.e., a
determination that the sentence in a particular case matches those in similar ones. Pulley, 465 U.S. at 4346. For competing views on the merits of proportionality review, either comparative (across a
determined universe of cases) or "inherent" (determining a standard based on the crime and features of
the perpetrator, regardless of inconsistency from case to case), compare Barry Latzer, The Failure of
Comparative ProportionalityReview of Capital Cases (With Lessons From New Jersey), 64 ALB. L.
REv. 1161, 1162 (2001) (arguing that comparative proportionality review is unwarranted, unsound and
incoherent), with Evan J. Mandery, In Defense of Specific ProportionalityReview, 65 ALB. L. REV. 883,
883-90 (2002) (rebutting Latzer in defense of comparative proportionality review).
183. Buchanan, 522 U.S. at 274-75.
184. Atkins, 536 U.S. at 319.
185. Id.
186. Roper, 543 U.S. at 569.
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and a less-well-formed personality, all of which "render suspect any conclusion
that a juvenile falls among the worst offenders." 87
In sum, death-worthiness requires a holistic assessment of crime, record,
background and mitigation.'8I
IV. THE NON-WAIVABLE NATURE OF THE BAN ON CRUEL AND UNUSUAL
PUNISHMENT

The Court has developed a substantial body of law approving the waiver of
significant constitutional rights, namely, the right to counsel,' 89 the right to trial by
jury, 99 the privilege against self-incrimination,' 9' and the right to confront one's
accuser(s). 92 Indeed, the Court has approved what can be described as a waiver of
the presumption of innocence, allowing the entry of a plea of guilty absent any
admission by the accused.'19 The Court held that "[a]n individual accused of crime
may voluntarily, knowingly, and understandingly consent to the imposition of a
prison sentence even if he is unwilling or unable to admit his participation in the
acts constituting the crime."194
Why, then, is a waiver of the right to present a defense to death different and
not constitutionally tolerable? 95 The answer lies in the Eighth Amendment's
origins and scope, which ultimately are focused on preventing society and
government from exceeding prescribed limitations. 196

187. Id. at 569-70.
188. See Phyllis L. Crocker, Concepts of Culpability and Deathworthiness:Differentiating Between
Guilt and Punishment in Death Penalty Cases, 66 FORDHAM L. REV. 21, 26-27 (1997)
("Deathworthiness is broad enough to include all of the factors relevant to the sentencing decision: the
defendant's culpability for the crime, as well as his character, record, and background, and the
circumstances and character of the murder. Deathworthiness appropriately refocuses the inquiry from
whether the defendant is blameworthy-the question resolved at the guilt phase-to whether the
defendant is worthy of being sentenced to death-the judgment made at the punishment phase.").
189. See Faretta, 422 U.S. at 814 (discussing the Sixth Amendment right to counsel and finding it
implicitly includes a right to dispense with counsel). Faretta, however, may be better described as the
assertion of an equal right, the right of self-representation. Compare John H. Wilson, Is a Mentally Ill
Defendant Still Considered Competent to Waive the Right to Counsel in New York After Indiana v.
Edwards?, 30 PACE L. REV. 1299, 1299 (2010) (describing Farettaas a waiver of the right to counsel),
with Erica J. Hashimoto, ResurrectingAutonomy: The Criminal Defendant's Right to Control the Case,
90 B.U. L. REV. 1147, 1148 (2010) (describing Farettaas an endorsement of the right to self-represent
and the right to "control the defense of one's own case").
190. See Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145, 158 (1968) ("[W]e hold no constitutional doubts about
the practices, common in both federal and state courts, of accepting waivers of jury trial .... ).
191. See Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 460 (1966) (holding that an individual has the "right to
remain silent unless he chooses to speak" (internal quotation marks omitted)).
192. See Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238, 243 (1969) (holding, among other things, that the right to
confront one's accusers cannot be presumed to be waived "from a silent record").
193. See North Carolina v. Alford, 400 U.S. 25, 37 (1970) (finding that an admission of guilt is not
requisite to impose a criminal penalty when a defendant pleads guilty to avoid a harsher punishment).
194. Id.
195. Again, for this article, the underlying premise is that a death sentence is cruel and unusual
punishment when imposed on one who is not among the "worst of the worst," and thus a defendant may
not put himself in that category when in fact he is not appropriately in that grouping.
196. See Trop, 356 U.S. at 101 (holding that divesting a person of citizenship violates the Eighth
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In Trop v. Dulles, the Supreme Court held that the Eighth Amendment
protection stands to protect "nothing less than the dignity of man. While the State
has the power to punish, the Amendment stands to assure that this power be
exercised within the limits of civilized standards."' 9' Although pronounced in a
plurality decision, the Trop formulation has been accepted as the fundamental
meaning of the Amendment.'
This recognition of the Amendment as a restriction on the Government and the
people has historic roots and has been confirmed, for the most part, in decisional
law and Eighth Amendment scholarship.'"9 The Court itself discussed the
Amendment as one setting "[t]he substantive limits imposed by the Eighth
Amendment on what can be made criminal and punished." 2 0 Admittedly, however,
this can at best be gleaned indirectly from the debate over the Amendment's
adoption, which was limited and focused on the meaning of terminology, not on
who the provision was meant to constrain.2 0 1 As the Court detailed more than a
century ago,
The provision received very little debate in Congress. We find from
the Congressional Register, p. 225, that Mr. Smith of South Carolina
"objected to the words 'nor cruel and unusual punishment,' the
import of them being too indefinite." Mr. Livermore opposed the
adoption of the clause, saying:
"The clause seems to express a great deal of humanity, on which
account I have no objection to it; but as it seems to have no meaning
in it, I do not think it necessary. What is meant by the terms
"excessive bail?" Who are to be the judges? What is understood by
"excessive fines?" It lays with the court to determine. No cruel and
unusual punishment is to be inflicted; it is sometimes necessary to
hang a man, villains often deserve whipping, and perhaps having
their ears cut off; but are we, in future, to be prevented from
inflicting these punishments because they are cruel? If a more lenient
mode of correcting vice and deterring others from the commission of
it could be invented, it would be very prudent in the legislature to
adopt it, but until we have some security that this will be done, we
ought not to be restrained from making necessary laws by any
declaration of ,this kind."2 02 ... The question was put on the clause,
Amendment, which draws its meaning "from the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress
of a maturing society").
197. Id at 100.
198. See, e.g., Kennedy, 554 U.S. at 419 (quoting Trop in a summary of the Court's Eighth
Amendment jurisprudence).
199. See, e.g., Gregg, 428 U.S. at 174 n.19 (finding that legislative decisions alone determine Eighth
Amendment standards because the Eighth Amendment was intended to safeguard individuals from
abuse of government power); Furman, 408 U.S. at 319-21 (Marshall, J., concurring) (detailing the
history of the adoption of the Amendment as one focused on limiting the authority of government to
allow and impose certain punishments).
200. Gregg, 428 U.S. at 172.
201. See Weems v. United States, 217 U.S. 349, 368-69 (1910) (discussing the debate over the
Amendment's adoption and the meaning of "cruel and unusual punishment").
202. Id.
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and a considerable majority agreed to it.203
Yet this focus on types of punishment can only be directed at the state, or as
one commentator described it, "to protect[] the tyranny of enflamed majority
opinion."2 04 Professor Jeffrey L. Kirchmeier identified three reasons precluding a
defendant's voluntary submission to a cruel and unusual punishment: (1) there
exists "a strong societal interest in the ban on cruel and unusual punishments[;]" (2)
such waivers, "unlike other constitutional waivers, provide no benefits and are a
detriment to society[;]" and (3) "allowing such waivers. . .would lead to absurd
results and deprive the Eighth Amendment of meaning." 205
Without necessarily endorsing any of these rationales, to date courts have held
that it is impermissible to impose a sentence, even one agreed to by the defendant,
that the Eighth Amendment would prohibit. 206
Banishment, even when it is a choice made by the defendant, was deemed
impermissible by the Ninth Circuit because the sanction itself was
unconstitutional.207 In Henry v. State, the state high court in South Carolina
invalidated a sentence of banishment if probation was revoked. 20 s Without citing to
Eighth Amendment principles, the South Carolina court explained that it was of no
moment that the defendant agreed to the condition as "the trial judge was without
authority to impose banishment from the State as a condition of probation."2 09 A
subsequent holding explained that this was "because such a condition violates
public policy." 210 That latter case, State v. Brown,21' banned a sentencing condition
of voluntary castration as violative of South Carolina's state constitutional
prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment.2 12
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court applied these principles to a death
sentence.2t 3 Gerald Paul McKenna was sentenced to death under a statute that the
Pennsylvania court found to be blatantly unconstitutional,2 14 but on appeal
McKenna withdrew his objection and requested that the sentence be imposed.215

203. Id at 369.
204. Stinneford, supra note 130, at 1747.
205. Jeffrey L. Kirchmeier, Let's Make a Deal: Waiving the Eighth Amendment by Selecting a Cruel
and Unusual Punishment, 32 CoNN. L. REV. 615, 642 (2000).
206. See, e.g., Dear Wing Jung v. United States, 312 F.2d 73, 75-76 (9th Cir. 1962) (holding that
banishment, even when it is chosen, is impermissible); Henry v. State, 280 S.E.2d 536, 536 (S.C. 1981)
(holding that the defendant could not be banished from the state, even if the defendant agreed to the
punishment); State v. Brown, 326 S.E.2d 410, 411-12 (S.C. 1985) (holding that voluntary castration was
an impermissible punishment).
207. Dear Wing Jung, 312 F.2d at 75-76.
208. Henry, 280 S.E.2d at 536.
209. Id.
210. Brown, 326 S.E.2d at 412.
211. Id. at410.
212. Id.
213. See Commonwealth v. McKenna, 383 A.2d 174, 180 (Pa. 1978) ("There are ... rare situations
where an appellate court must consider the interests of society as a whole in seeing to it that justice is
done . . . . [o]ne such situation is surely the imposition of capital punishment.").
214. Id. at 179.
215. Id. at 176.
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Rejecting the defendant's request, Pennsylvania's high court reasoned "we decline
to apply the rationale of [previous cases decided on procedural grounds] in a
situation where a finding of waiver will result in the imposition of a sentence of
death by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in a manner clearly contrary to the
express law of the land."216
The Supreme Court has yet to directly address Eighth Amendment waivers,
although several Justices have opined, in dissenting opinions, that such waivers
cannot be upheld.21" Justice White, in a dissenting opinion joined by Justices
Brennan and Marshall, wrote "the consent of a convicted defendant in a criminal
case does not privilege a State to impose a punishment otherwise forbidden by the
Eighth Amendment." 218 Yet the Court has three times permitted waivers that
219
impact Eighth Amendment values.
In Gilmore v. Utah, Gary Gilmore's mother requested a stay of execution after
22
her son waived all rights to appeal his death sentence post-trial. 0 The Supreme
22
Court refused to stay the execution. 1 Four Justices decided the matter on a
procedural ground, finding that the mother had no standing and that as a result
222
there was no case or controversy between Gilmore and the State of Utah. While
comments from the concurring opinions seem to approve of a waiver of the right to
appeal after a penalty trial, nothing in Gilmore suggests support for a waiver of an
unconstitutional punishment.
Much more convoluted, but again not addressing whether a defendant may
"choose" a cruel and unusual punishment, is the 1999 holding in Stewart v.
LaGrand.223 LaGrand, sentenced to death in a state that permitted inmates to elect
either gas or lethal injection as the method of execution, chose gas and then sought
to have execution barred on the theory that this process (lethal gas) constituted
cruel and unusual punishment.2 24 Rejecting this, the Court majority held:

216. Id. at 180.
217. See Gilmore v. Utah, 429 U.S. 1012, 1017 (1976) (Burger, CJ., concurring) (noting that, despite
the dissent's suggestion, the question of whether a convicted man is able to waive appellate review in a
death penalty case was not before the Court).
218. Id. at 1018 (White, J., dissenting). Justice Marshall expressed this view more vehemently in
another case:
A defendant's voluntary submission to a barbaric punishment does not ameliorate the harm
that imposing such a punishment causes to our basic societal values and to the integrity of
our system of justice. Certainly a defendant's consent to being drawn and quartered or
burned at the stake would not license the State to exact such punishments.
Whitmore v. Arkansas, 495 U.S. 149, 173 (1990) (Marshall, J., dissenting).
219. See Gilmore, 429 U.S. at 1014-15 (Burger, CJ., concurring) (finding that a convicted man had
knowingly and intelligently waived his right to seek an appeal); Stewart v. LaGrand, 526 U.S. 115, 119
(1999) (holding that the respondent waived his right to object to death by lethal gas because he had
opted for lethal gas over lethal injection).
220. 429 U.S. at 1013-15 (Burger, C.J., concurring).
221. Id. at1013.
222. Id. at 1016 (Burger, C.J., and Powell, J., concurring); id. at 1017 (Stevens, J., and Rehnquist, J.,
concurring).
223. 526 U.S. at 119.
224. id.atll6-19.
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By declaring his method of execution, picking lethal gas over the
State's default form of execution-lethal injection-Walter
LaGrand has waived any objection he might have to it. To hold
otherwise, and to hold that Eighth Amendment protections
cannot be waived in the capital context, would create and apply a
2
new procedural rule in violation of Teague v. Lane.1
This conclusion is actually an admix of concepts. The waiver the Court speaks
of is the waiver of the right to challenge a method of execution post-trial, with no a
priori finding that the method itself is unconstitutional, rather than a waiver of the
right to be free of imposition of a cruel and unusual sentence. 226 More significant,
however, is the concluding sentence of the passage excerpted above, precluding
relief under habeas law because this right-the inability to waive Eighth
Amendment protections-was addressed as a procedural rule, which under Teague
could not be applied retroactively because it was not clearly established. 227 Again,
the Court avoided the issue, and LaGrand therefore offers no limitation on the
principle espoused here-that a person may not agree to a punishment that is
intolerable for society to impose.228
The third case in which the Court approved a waiver that impinged upon
Eighth Amendment concerns is Godinez v. Moran.22 9 Richard Allan Moran,

225. Id. at 119 (citations omitted); see also Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288, 316 (1988) (noting that
courts typically decline to create new procedural rules to avoid treating similarly situated defendants in
dissimilar ways).
226. Waiver of the right to pursue further review after a full trial, with a presumptive application of
both the procedural and substantive rights guaranteed by the Eighth Amendment, may be qualitatively
different from the right addressed in this article-waiving the determination that the accused is
categorically appropriate for a sentence of death, i.e., among the "worst of the worst." Yet even in the
literature on waiving appellate review, there is concern over permitting waiver when there is a defendant
whose sentence of death is clearly unconstitutional. Professor Blume posits that waiver may not be
accepted when the death-sentenced inmate is factually innocent of the crime, there is no valid
aggravating factor, or the defendant is categorically ineligible (e.g., under age, or mentally retarded).
John H. Blume, Killing the Willing: "Volunteers," Suicide and Competency, 103 MICH. L. REV. 939,
969 (2005). While the issue of whether it is unconstitutional to execute a factually innocent person
remains unresolved, see, e.g., Herrera v. Collins, 506 U.S. 390, 393 (1993) ("Petitioner urges us to hold
that this showing of innocence entitles him to relief in this federal habeas proceeding. We hold that it
does not."), Blume's thesis is that it is unconstitutional, and thus parallels this article's contention that
one may not 'waive into" a cruel and unusual punishment. It should be added that because of nearuniversal mandatory direct appeal review of death sentences, see Tracy L. Snell, Capital Punishment
2000, BUREAU OF JUST. STAT. 3 (DEC. 2001), http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/content/pub/pdf/cpOO.pdf ("Ofthe
38 States with capital statutes at yearend, 37 provided for review of all death sentences regardless of the
defendant's wishes."), what Blume theorizes about may be applicable only to post-conviction review,
where there has already been scrutiny of the death sentence both at trial and upon appellate review.
227. LaGrand,526 U.S. at 119; see also Teague, 489 U.S. at 299 (stating the procedural default rule
requires that a state court have had an opportunity to address a claim that is later raised in a federal
habeas proceeding, and the last state court's judgment must "clearly and expressly" rest on a state
procedural bar (citing Harris v. Reed, 489 U.S. 255, 263 (1989))).
228. See, e.g., LaGrand, 526 U.S. at 121 (Stevens, J., dissenting) ("[T]he answer to the question
whether a capital defendant may consent to be executed by an unacceptably torturous method of
execution is by no means clear.").
229. 509 U.S. 389 (1993).
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charged capitally, "informed the court that he wished to discharge his attorneys and
change his pleas to guilty . . . to prevent the presentation of mitigating evidence at

his sentencing." 230 Subsequently challenging that which he sought and was granted,
the right of self-representation, Moran argued for a heightened standard of
competence for a defendant making such a momentous decision.
Rejecting Moran's argument, the Court concluded that due process required
but a single standard of competence, whether for determining that an accused may
stand trial or waive fundamental rights such as the assistance of counsel. 231 While
the derivative outcome was an acceptance of a defendant seeking to preclude the
presentation of mitigation evidence, in no way did the Court approach, or even
acknowledge, the Eighth Amendment concern. And despite Moran's decision, the
three-judge panel that imposed the sentence did find two mitigating circumstances,
indicating that some degree of finding and valuing evidence supportive of a
sentence less than death did occur.23 2 Finally, the Court has since narrowed its

reading of Moran.233
Thus, the Court has never countenanced an explicit and direct waiver of the
right to be free of a punishment that society deems intolerable and cannot be
imposed upon an individual. 23 4 At the same time, however, it has barred defendant
waivers of individual rights both when they conflict with a broader, societal need,
and even when the right is particularly individual-focused. 235
The former category includes the right to a public trial. It is not a perfect
analog here, as the Court has addressed competing constitutional provisions-the
defendant's Sixth Amendment right to a public trial 23 6 and the public's First
Amendment right of access to trials 237-rather than a unitary provision. Yet this
distinction seemingly has no weight, as evinced by the Court's explanation of the
public right of access trumping that of the accused:
[H]ow we allocate the "right" to openness as between the
accused and the public, or whether we view it as a component
inherent in the system benefiting both, is not crucial. No right
ranks higher than the right of the accused to a fair trial. But the

230. Id. at 392.
231. Id. at 399-400.
232. Moran v. State, 734 P.2d 712, 715 n.3 (Nev. 1987) ("The two mitigating factors found by the
tribunal in the Red Pearl case were a lack of prior significant criminal history and Moran's remorse").
233. "The Godinez defendant sought only to change his pleas to guilty, he did not seek to conduct
trial proceedings, and his ability to conduct a defense at trial was expressly not at issue." Indiana v.
Edwards, 554 U.S. 164, 173 (2008).
234, See, e.g., Brian R. Boch, Fourteenth Amendment The Standardof Mental Competency to Waive
Constitutional Rights Versus the Competency Standard to Stand Trial, 84 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY
883, 886 (1994) (noting that incompetent defendants may not even face trial, in part because those
defendants cannot make decisions about procedural matters).
235. Cf Nancy Jean King, Priceless Process: Nonnegotiable Features of Criminal Litigation, 47
UCLA L. REV. 113, 124-25 (1999) (noting that while certain procedural features, such as the standard of
proof, have not been subject to waiver, modem courts have become much more likely to let defendants
"bargain away just about anything" when it comes to waiving individual rights).
236. Presley v. Georgia, No. 09-5270, slip op. at 3 (U.S. Jan. 19, 2010).
237. Press-Enter. Co. v. Super. Ct. of Cal., 464 U.S. 501, 505 (1984).
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primacy of the accused's right is difficult to separate from the
right of everyone in the community to attend the voir dire which
promotes fairness.238
Thus, even if a defendant were to waive the right to public trial, i.e., to request
closure of some or all of the proceedings, that option is not his alone to elect, and
239
By
the public right of access remains preeminent and must be considered.
comparison, there is no substantial interest in a defendant receiving a punishment
that is, by law, illegitimate.
The public trial analog has merit, then, because it confirms that interests of
society may preclude defendant waivers.2 4 0 Yet the Court has now gone further,
limiting a core individual right (or the waiver thereof) for societal and institutional
2 42
interests.24 ' That right is the fundamental one of having (or foregoing) counsel.
In granting defendants a seemingly irrevocable right to waive the assistance of
counsel, the United States Supreme Court emphasized the "personal" nature of the
protection afforded by the Sixth Amendment:
The Sixth Amendment does not provide merely that a defense
shall be made for the accused; it grants to the accused personally
the right to make his defense. . . . Although not stated in the

Amendment in so many words, the right to self-representationto make one's own defense personally-is thus necessarily
implied by the structure of the Amendment. The right to defend
is given directly to the accused; for it is he who suffers the
2 43
consequences if the defense fails.
2 44
As the Court further iterated, more concisely, "[t]he right to defend is personal."

238. Id. at 508.
239. See Press-Enter. Co. v. Super. Ct. of Cal., 478 U.S. 1, 15 (1986) ("The First Amendment right
of access cannot be overcome by the conclusory assertion that publicity might deprive the defendant of
that right. And any limitation must be 'narrowly tailored to serve that interest."').
240. See, e.g., id. at 12-13 ("[T]he absence of a jury ... makes the importance of public access to a
preliminary hearing even more significant." (citation omitted)).
241. See Edwards, 554 U.S. at 167 (noting that the Constitution allows a state to force a person,
earlier found competent to stand trial but not competent to conduct his own defense, to have a lawyer).
242. Id.
243. Faretta,422 U.S. at 819-20.
244. Id. at 834. The Court added: "The defendant, and not his lawyer or the State, will bear the
personal consequences of a conviction. It is the defendant, therefore, who must be free personally to
decide whether in his particular case counsel is to his advantage. And although he may conduct his own
defense ultimately to his own detriment, his choice must be honored out of 'that respect for the
individual which is the lifeblood of the law."' Id. (citing Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337, 350-51 (1970)
(Brennan, J., concurring)). One author has suggested that the right to counsel also serves a community
interest, ensuring checks on the power of the state. Martin Guggenheim, The People s Right:
Reimagining the Right to Counsel 1-2 (N.Y.U. Pub. Law & Legal Theory Working Papers, Paper No.
252, 2011), available at http://lsr.nellco.org/nyuplltwp/252. Yet even this theory does not deemphasize the personal aspect of the right for any individual defendant, instead focusing on the need for
funding indigent services at the institutionallsystem-wide level and not the separate issue of selfrepresentation.
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It deserves note that the Faretta principle has been described by the Court as
not merely personal representation but choice of strategy: "[T]he pro se defendant
is entitled to preserve actual control over the case he chooses to present to the
jury." 24 5 Yet, this notion of choosing what case to present cannot equate with
acceptance of a punishment prescribed by law.
Farettaitself offers two limitations supporting the contention that other rights,
in particular the privilege against being subjected to cruel and unusual punishment,
may not be surrendered, even knowingly and voluntarily. 246 The first limitation is
the Court's implicit embrace of the distinction between individual rights and
express limitations on state action, found in the repeated emphasis on the
"personal" nature of the Sixth Amendment protection. 247 The second, and perhaps
more important, is the Court's emphatic statement that the power to waive a right
does not automatically confer the power to assert another:
Our concern is with an independent right of self-representation.
We do not suggest that this right arises mechanically from a
defendant's power to waive the right to the assistance of counsel.
On the contrary, the right must be independently found in the
structure and history of the constitutional text. 248
While the Court traced the long history of the right to self-represent, as it exists
independent of the right to waive counsel's assistance, 249 there is clearly no right
"independently found" to suffer a punishment that society itself may not impose. 2 50
Faretta,however, no longer prevents some limitation on a defendant's right to
waive counsel.25' In 2008 the Court held that a defendant's mental illness, while not
preventing prosecution, may be sufficient to permit a state to override the choice of
self-representation. 252 Notwithstanding the personal nature of the right, the Court

245. McKaskle v. Wiggins, 465 U.S. 168, 178 (1984). Professor Hashimoto endorses this "personal
autonomy" view of Faretta,Hashimoto, supranote 189, at 148, but even she envisions it as a means to
"protect a criminal defendant's autonomy interest prior to and during trial." Id. at 1173. The argument
for trial defense autonomy lacks any implication of a right to override a ban on the punishments society
may impose.
246. See Faretta, 422 U.S. at 820 ("In such a case [where the defendant is forced to use counsel],
counsel is not the assistant, but the master; and the right to make a defense is stripped of the personal
character upon which the Amendment insists."); see also id. at 820 n. 15 ("We do not suggest that this
right arises mechanically from a defendant's power to waive the right to the assistance of counsel.").
247. See id. at 834 (emphasizing that it is the defendant's personal liberty at stake in the
proceedings).
248. Id. at 819-20 n.15 (emphasis added) (citation omitted).
249. Id. at 812-17. The Court concluded, "We confront here a nearly universal conviction, on the part
of our people as well as our courts, that forcing a lawyer upon an unwilling defendant is contrary to his
basic right to defend himself if he truly wants to do so." Id. at 817.
250. Cf Doug Janicik, Note, Allowing Victims'Families to View Executions: The Eighth Amendment
and Society's Justificationsfor Punishment, 61 OHIO ST. L.J. 935, 936 (2000) ("The common theme [in
the Supreme Court's Eighth Amendment jurisprudence] is that punishments are 'cruel and unusual'
when they conflict with society's justifications for punishment.").
251. See, e.g., Edwards, 554 U.S. at 167 (concluding that "the Constitution does not forbid a State so
to insist" that the defendants use counsel even if they do not wish to do so).

252. Id.
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held that it could be overcome by the need to preserve system integrity and ensure
a fair and lawful outcome:
[I]nsofar as a defendant's lack of capacity threatens an improper
conviction or sentence, self-representation in that exceptional
context undercuts the most basic of the Constitution's criminal
law objectives, providing a fair trial. As Justice Brennan put it,
"[t]he Constitution would protect none of us if it prevented the
courts from acting to preserve the very processes that the
Constitution itself prescribes." 253
Edwards says even more, affirming that the need to prevent public perception
of impropriety and system unfairness justifies denying some defendants the right of
self-representation. 25 4 Such inroads on a presumptively personal and
"independently found" right of self-representation, albeit limited in Edwards to
those with mental illness, make clear that where the right at issue is not a core
personal autonomy right, but a right implicating the limits of society's authority, a
defendant may be denied the right to "waive" mitigation and, in effect and
outcome, waive the protection against suffering a cruel and unusual sentence.255
The one remaining argument against barring defendants from accepting an
unconstitutional punishment is the Court's jurisprudence permitting an accused to
maintain his innocence (and he may actually be innocent) but forego defenses and
accept a finding of guilt upon entry of a plea. 256 In North Carolina v. Alford, the
Court upheld as constitutional a guilty plea in which Alford not only refused to
admit guilt, but proclaimed his innocence. 257 Yet here, too, the argument fails.
Initially, Alford pleas are acceptable where, despite the defendant's
protestation of innocence, the presiding judge is presented with strong evidence of
guilt. 25 8 This cannot occur at a penalty trial in determining whether there is "strong
253. Id. at 176-77 (quoting Allen, 397 U.S. at 350).
254. Id. at 177.
255. See, e.g., Morrison, 373 S.E.2d at 509 ("[Allthough the defendant may have a right to present
his personal desires to the court, those desires are not controlling. As the trial court recognized, its
responsibilities are much broader than the defendant's own wishes.").
256. See, e.g., North Carolina v. Alford, 400 U.S. 25, 28-29 (1970) (summarizing the facts of the
case, in which defendant pled guilty to receive a lesser sentence but maintained his innocence).
257. Id. at 28.
258. See id. at 37 (emphasizing that the plea was founded upon "a defendant intelligently
conclud[ing] that his interests require entry of a guilty plea and the record before the judge contain[ing]
strong evidence of actual guilt"). Courts recognize the need for meritorious evidence as a condition
precedent to the approval of an Alford plea. See, e.g., Miller v. Hannigan, No. 97-3465-DES, 2000 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 4824, at *2 n.l (D. Kan. Mar. 3, 2000) ("[Alford] allows a court to accept a guilty plea
from a defendant who maintains innocence where the plea is knowing, voluntary, and intelligent, and is
supported by a strong factual basis."); Azevedo v. State, 945 A.2d 335, 339 (R.I. 2008) ("The trial
justice must be satisfied that there is a factual basis for the plea and, if so, the plea may be entered.").
There is a division among courts as to whether the plea bars a post-trial challenge to the sufficiency of
the proof. Compare State v. Rickard, 881 P.2d 57, 61 (N.M. Ct. App. 1994) (Alford plea precludes postsentence challenge to evidentiary sufficiency), with People v. Richardson, No. 510 KA 08-01188, slip
op. at 2 (N.Y. App. Div. Apr. 30, 2010) (allowing and conducting post-sentence review of sufficiency
after an Alford plea).
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evidence" of death-worthiness, as that cannot be measured without assessment of
the defendant's characteristics and background, all found in proof of mitigation.259
Also, the penalty phase of a capital prosecution is, for constitutional purposes,
a hybrid of a trial and a sentencing. 260 The trial aspect is where it is determined
whether aggravating factors establishing penalty eligibility are proved beyond a
reasonable doubt, for as the Court has explained,
[A]ggravating circumstances that make a defendant eligible for the
death penalty "operate as 'the functional equivalent of an element of
a greater offense."' . . . [F]or purposes of the Sixth Amendment's
jury-trial guarantee, the underlying offense of "murder" is a distinct,

lesser included offense of "murder plus one or more aggravating
circumstances." 261

Thus, a defendant may stipulate to or concede the presence of aggravating
factors as long as there is "strong evidence" of these factors as required by
Alford.262 But the purpose of the penalty proceeding is a sentencing one, where
jurors assess competing aggravating and mitigating factors and determine the
punishment. 263 That this latter proceeding is not a trial in the constitutional sense is
made clear by the absence of a reasonable doubt requirement-unlike a typical
trial, the verdict that death is the proper sentence need not be proven beyond a
reasonable doubt. 264 The removal of the reasonable doubt requirement takes the

259. Cf Muhammad, 782 So. 2d at 363-64 (requiring that, for reasons of ensuring fairness, a
presentence investigation, including "all evidence in its possession of a mitigating nature," should be
prepared and placed in the record even where defendants refuse to enter such evidence).
260. See, e.g., id. at 350 (describing a two-part process by which the court found there were
aggravating circumstances meriting a death sentence, then considered facts which might mitigate that
penalty); see also Sattazahn v. Pennsylvania, 537 U.S. 101, 111 (2003) (clarifying that when a court
considers aggravating factors during sentencing in a capital case, it is deciding whether the person
committed murder with one or more aggravating factors and deserves death, or whether they committed
the "lesser included offense" of murder, which deserves a life sentence).
261. Sattazahn, 537 U.S. at 111 (citation omitted) (quoting Ring v. Arizona, 534 U.S. 584, 609
(2002)).
262. Alford, 400 U.S. at 37.
263. See Gregg, 428 U.S. at 163-64 (explaining bifurcated trial scheme and the jury's duty to weigh
aggravating and mitigating factors in order to determine proper sentencing of defendant).
264. Sattazahn and its predecessor holding, Ring, 534 U.S. 584, have been the subject of much
litigation and scholarship because the cases apply constitutional trial rights only to the determination of
the presence of aggravating factors. Courts have rejected the claim that the weighing of aggravating and
mitigating factors must satisfy the "beyond a reasonable doubt" standard required for elements of
offenses. See, e.g., United States v. O'Reilly, No. 05-80025, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 67971, at *2 (E.D.
Mich. July 7, 2010) ("[N]either the Constitution nor the Federal Death Penalty Act ("FDPA") requires
the jury, during the weighing process, to find that aggravating factors must sufficiently outweigh
mitigating factors beyond a reasonable doubt, in order to return the death penalty."); People v. Hovarter,
44 Cal. 4th 983, 1028 (Cal. 2008) (rejecting the claim that California's penalty statute is unconstitutional
for failing to set a burden of persuasion or proof as to the proper weighing); State v. Anderson, 306
S.W.3d 529, 540 (Mo. 2010) ("[N]either the constitution [sic] nor the Missouri death penalty statute
require that the State prove the mitigating factors or non-statutory aggravators beyond a reasonable
doubt."). Scholarship acknowledges the trial nature of the proof-of-aggravators component of the
penalty phase. Alexander Bunin, When Trial and Punishment Intersect: New Defects in the Death
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process outside the ambit of a trial and beyond the reach and applicability of
Alford.265
Waiving the protection against cruel and unusual punishment, therefore, is a
concept foreign to settled law and incompatible with the peculiar social, as opposed
to personal, nature of the right at issue. What must be assessed now is whether a
regime of mandatory mitigation is feasible and will not have its own distorting
effect on the penalty determination process.
V. THE CONUNDRUMS AND CONSEQUENCES OF A MANDATORY MITIGATION
EIGHTH AMENDMENT JURISPRUDENCE

Constitutional rights are to be enforced regardless of the resulting
inconvenience.26 6 Nonetheless, the demands of a mandatory mitigation regime must
be assessed as to whether they can coexist with the current acceptance of the death
penalty or whether such a process would scuttle it completely.
The first concern is how mitigation evidence will be available at the penalty
trial if the defendant is non-compliant, or more assertively, directs counsel to
undertake either no investigation or a circumscribed investigation. Decisional law
makes clear that counsel must undertake the investigation regardless of the
reluctance of the accused during the pre-trial phase;267 failure to do so would

Penalty, 26 W. NEW ENG. L. REV. 233, 237 (2004) ("Although eligibility for the death penalty must be
decided beyond a reasonable doubt, the selection of punishment may be decided by a preponderance of
evidence."); Bruce T. Cunningham et al., Ring v. Arizona and Capital Proceedings: Brave New World
or a Reversion to the Old World?, 30 N.C. CENT. L. REv. 107, 110 (2008) (maintaining that notice of
aggravating factors must be given pre-trial, and that the rules of evidence must apply to the portion of
the penalty phase proving aggravating factors); Penny J. White, "He Said, " "She Said, " and Issues of
Life and Death: The Right to Confrontation at Capital Sentencing Proceedings, 19 REGENT U. L. REV.
387, 392 (2007) (analyzing how the right of confrontation, as applied to the admission of hearsay
evidence, extends to capital sentencing). But see United States v. Gabrion, 648 F.3d 307 (6th Cir. 2011)
(applying the "beyond a reasonable doubt" standard to the weighing stage in federal death penalty
proceedings).
265. Alford should also be inapplicable to the death-life determination because the Alford Court
approved pleas only because they could advantage an accused, permitting him to achieve a lower
sentence. 400 U.S. at 37 (approving of the plea because "[Alford's] interests require[d] entry of a guilty
plea . . . . [and] he had absolutely nothing to gain by a trial and much to gain by pleading"). No such
calculus applies to a person "pleading" to death.
266. See Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 129 S. Ct. 2527, 2540 (2009) ("The Confrontation
Clause may make the prosecution of criminals more burdensome, but that is equally true of the
right to trial by jury and the privilege against self-incrimination. The Confrontation Clause-like
those other constitutional provisions-is binding, and we may not disregard it at our
convenience.").
267. See, e.g., Coleman v. Mitchell, 268 F.3d 417, 449-50 (6th Cir. 2001) ("[D]efendant resistance to
disclosure of information does not excuse counsel's duty to independently investigate . . . ."); cf
Rompilla v. Beard, 545 U.S. 374, 377 (2005) (holding that trial counsel's duty to investigate persists
"even when a capital defendant's family members and the defendant himself have suggested that no
mitigating evidence is available") (citing AM. BAR Ass'N, GUIDELINES FOR THE APPOINTMENT AND
PERFORMANCE OF DEFENSE COUNSEL IN DEATH PENALTY CASES, I1.4.1.C (1989)); Woodall v.
Simpson, No. 5:06CV-P216-R, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14328, at *137 (W.D. Ky. Feb. 24, 2009)
("Capital defense counsel has an affirmative duty to pursue mitigation evidence .... "); Thomas v.
Beard, 388 F. Supp. 2d 489, 514 (E.D. Pa. 2005) ("[Ciounsel's duty to investigate reasonably and
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deprive the defendant of the ability, at time of penalty hearing, to elect to present a
mitigation case. 268
Non-compliance, however, may take a more assertive form, such as a
defendant's refusal to discuss mitigation with counsel or his direction to family and
friends to not cooperate in the mitigation investigation. Regardless of the
willingness of family and friends to discuss and disclose personal information, an
abundance of records may exist that, if properly culled, can produce compelling
mitigation. Sources may include "the defendant's family members; the defendant's
former schools (i.e., elementary, middle, high school, trade schools, and colleges);
the defendant's military institution(s), juvenile court, and prison records; and the
defendant's medical and psychiatric records."26 9 Where the defendant will not sign
the necessary releases, documents may be secured by subpoena or court order.2 70
Because the Court has approved defense use of "reliable" hearsay evidence at
penalty proceedings, 271 a mitigation expert or forensic psychologist or psychiatrist
may be able to testify to both the content of documents and to family or friend

interviews. 272
A complementary option is for the trial court, in circumstances where it has
been alerted to a defendant's refusal to develop a mitigation case, to order a presentence investigation, a process established by law in Florida. 273 This option has
both feasibility and accuracy problems, and may be best suited to states such as
Florida with a "trifurcated" penalty process, one where the jury first weighs
aggravating and mitigating circumstances and issues a recommended sentence, and
a judge then conducts a separate weighing and considers the recommendation
inform and advise his client must be fulfilled before either the lawyer or his client can decide what
evidence to present ..... (quoting Holloway v. Horn, 161 F. Supp. 2d 452, 569 (E.D. Pa. 2001))). This
is embodied in the American Bar Association's GUIDELINES FOR THE APPOINTMENT AND
PERFORMANCE OF DEFENSE COUNSEL IN DEATH PENALTY CASES, I1.4.1.C (1989), available at
http://www.nacdl.org/sldocs.nsf/issues/ABADPGuidelines/SFILE/ABADPGuidelines2003.pdf. "The
investigation for preparation of the sentencing phase should be conducted regardless of any initial
assertion by the client that mitigation is not to be offered." Those Guidelines "are guides to determining
what is reasonable." Rompilla, 545 U.S. at 387.
268. Rompilla, 545 U.S. at 385-86.
269. Craig M. Cooley, Mapping the Monster's Mental Health and Social History: Why Capital
Defense Attorneys and Public Defender Death Penalty Units Require the Services of Mitigation
Specialists, 30 OKLA. CITY U. L. REV. 23, 55 (2005) (citations omitted).
270. See FED. R. CRIM. P. 17 (explaining the use of subpoenas in criminal cases); see, e.g., Florida v.
Johnson, 814 So. 2d 390, 393 (2002) (stating that the compelling state interest in a criminal
investigation may permit the issuance of a subpoena that invades a criminal defendant's privacy
interests "when there is a clear connection between illegal activity and the person whose privacy has
allegedly been invaded" (citation omitted)).
271. Sears, 130 S. Ct. at 3263 n.6 ("[R]eliable hearsay evidence that is relevant to a capital
defendant's mitigation defense should not be excluded by rote application of a state hearsay rule.").
272. See, e.g., Allison v. Ayers, No. CV 92-06404 CAS, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 120865, at *6 (C.D.
Cal. Dec. 17, 2008) ("[H]earsay evidence is of the type mitigation experts commonly rely upon in
formulating their opinions . . . .").
273. See FLA. R. CRIM. P. 3.710(b) ("Should a defendant in a capital case choose not to challenge the
death penalty and refuse to present mitigation evidence, the court shall refer the case to the Department
of Corrections for the preparation of a presentence report."). In any jurisdiction, the earlier a defendant's
noncompliance with a mitigation investigation is reported to the court, the more opportunity there is for
the timely preparation and production of such an investigation.
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before entering a sentence.27 4
The availability of the pre-sentence report is for the judge, and thus is feasible
only in jurisdictions where there is time after the jury determination for additional
assessment,2 75 as it ensures that the judicial determination has maximum data; but it
has diminished reliability in at least two regards. First, the pre-sentence
investigation is not conducted with an advocate's eye and may include highly
detrimental (or poorly explained or contextualized) information. Second, it
becomes part of a process that divorces mitigation from the trial context, rather
than structuring the presentation in light of the nature of the crime and the conduct
of the accused.276 Nonetheless, it makes available more information than might
otherwise be had, and cannot do anything but increase decision or outcome
reliability.
Where the defendant insists on self-representation from an early stage of the
proceedings, there can be no assurance that any mitigation investigation can and
will be conducted, given the almost certain incarceration and resulting
incapacitation of the capital case defendant. As such, the system must provide a
mechanism, either through appointment of back-up counsel or the preparation of a
pre-sentence report, to ensure the availability of mitigation evidence at a reasonable
threshold of breadth and quality. In essence, the court would respond as it does
now, by appointing a team to the case, even with the accused as "lead" counsel, to
ensure a full mitigation investigation.277

274. See Ault v. State, 53 So. 3d 175, 200-01 (Fla. 2010) (describing Florida's penalty process).
275. See Brooks v. State, 918 So. 2d 181, 210 (Fla. 2005) (explaining that the pre-sentence report is
for the judge and need not be submitted to the jury). Conceivably, if a defendant refused to facilitate the
mitigation inquiry from a case's earliest stages, such a report could be commissioned and its results
presented to the trial; but it would be less complete, and less integrated into the trial strategy, than a
document-based mitigation investigation conducted by the defense.
276. While mitigation evidence need not explain or excuse the crime, see Tennard, 542 U.S. at 287
(rejecting a requirement of a "nexus" between the mitigation evidence and the offense), in many cases
mitigation evidence may do so, particularly where it involves mental health conditions. See also John M.
Fabian, Death Penalty Mitigation and the Role of the Forensic Psychologist,27 LAW & PSYCHOL. REV.
55, 87 (2003) ("[l]t is important to note that the expert must define the mental illness, explain its
diagnostic properties and if possible associate the illness to the crime."); Melody Dickson, Comment,
Dismantling the Free Will Fairytale: The Importance of Demonstratingthe Inability to Overcome in
Death Penalty Narratives,77 UMKC L. REV. 1123, 1130 (2009) ("[E]vidence [may] challenge[] jurors'
perceptions about the choices available to the defendant and explain[] why his choice to commit a crime
may really have been no choice at all." (citation omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted)). Overall,
"[t]he goal must never be to justify or excuse the crime but to help explain it." Natman Schaye &
Roseann Schaye-Glos, Mitigation in the Death Belt-Twelve Steps to Saving Clients' Lives, THE
CHAMPION, July, 2005, at 18, 23 (citation omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
277. Courts in capital cases have recognized the appropriateness of offering back-up or standby
counsel to self-representing defendants in capital trials. See, e.g., United States v. Duncan, No. CR-0723-N-EU, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 57151, at *9 (D. Idaho July 29, 2008) ("Based on the fact this case is
complex and involves the possibility of the imposition of the death penalty, the Court finds it
appropriate to appoint standby counsel to assist Mr. Duncan."); Muehleman v. State, 3 So. 3d 1149,
1157 (Fla. 2009) (discussing instance where judge offers standby counsel to capital defendant); State v.
Lane, 707 S.E.2d 210, 216 (N.C. 2011) (describing complex capital case where standby counsel was
appointed). That the defendant must then acquiesce and accept the assistance has not been mandated,
but courts allowing the defendant to forego counsel have applied a Sixth Amendment and not an Eighth
Amendment analysis. Id. at 216, 218.
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Given that mitigation evidence must be investigated-and that vehicles for the
presentation of such evidence, despite a defendant's obstructionism, exist-what
must be addressed next is who will direct the submission of proof and subsequently
argue its significance to the jury. There are two options: (1) counsel who has
represented the accused throughout the proceedings, or (2) a special independent
counsel appointed solely to proffer the mitigation case.
Courts have proposed varying approaches. Under the Florida scheme, where
the mitigation is to be presented to the judge, the trial court has the option of
simply receiving the information, having "standby" counsel present it, or
appointing a new, independent attorney for this purpose. 278 One Florida justice
proposed automatic appointment of independent counsel in any case where the
defendant elected to not challenge the case for death. 27 9 Counsel would amass and
present the mitigation evidence to the "advising" jury as well as to the judge who
ultimately decides punishment.280 An earlier New Jersey decision proposed that
either trial counsel present the mitigation or that special counsel be appointed for
that function, so as not to impair the relationship between the accused and trial
counsel. 281 In one federal capital prosecution, the trial court appointed "independent
counsel to represent the public interest in a full and fair penalty phase
proceeding[,]" 282 but that decision was reversed pre-trial by the appellate court. 283
The dilemmas are clear. Having trial counsel retain the responsibility of
presenting mitigation evidence, regardless of the client's wishes, ensures that the
attorneys most familiar with the case and responsible for having gathered the
mitigation proof will present it, but such a delegation of authority to trump the
client's wishes may rupture the relationship in all aspects, impeding or preventing a
successful trial defense. 284 The conflict may be lessened, or irrelevant, where the
decision to forego mitigation evidence is made by the accused after the trial
verdict; at that point, and especially where there are two counsel involved (one
having primary responsibility for the first-stage trial, the second leading the
mitigation effort), 285 there will be no strategic or tactical decisions to dispute other
than the mitigation itself, which has been wrested from the client's authority.
The alternative, an independent counsel who will step in as presenter and

278. Muhammad, 782 So. 2d at 364.
279. Id. at 370 (Pariente, J., concurring).
280. Id.
281. Koedatich, 548 A.2d at 996-97.
282. United States v. Davis, 180 F. Supp. 2d 797, 808 (E.D. La. 2001).
283. United States v. Davis, 285 F.3d 378, 381 (5th Cir. 2002) (conducting no Eighth Amendment
analysis but concluding that such an order deprived the accused of his "Sixth Amendment right to self
representation").
284. "[Tlhe fact that the state assigns defense counsel a role which may require him to act contrary to
his client's wishes on a matter of such vital importance to the client presents a troubling picture."
Koedatich, 548 A.2d at 996-97 (explaining that "[t]he defense of a capital case often requires a close
and trusting relationship between counsel and client . . . .").
285. The American Bar Association standards for representation in capital cases contemplate the
appointment of at least two attorneys. See GUIDELINES FOR THE APPOINTMENT AND PERFORMANCE OF
DEFENSE COUNSEL IN DEATH PENALTY CASES 10.4 cmt. (rev. ed. 2003), ("This Guideline contemplates
that the Responsible Agency will ordinarily begin by designating lead counsel for a particular case and
then, in consultation with that counsel, designate one or more associate counsel.").
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coordinator of mitigation evidence, avoids the client-attorney tension, but may
come at a price. The independent counsel may not have observed the trial and thus
learned the context in which the mitigation evidence is being presented; and absent
sufficient time, he will not have the trust of the potential mitigation witnesses, or
familiarity with the experts and documentation. Unless the appointment of such
counsel occurs early in the pre-trial stages, and unless that counsel attends the full
trial, her effectiveness may be substantially less than that of a member of the
original trial team. An additional detriment, in at least some cases, will be that new
counsel will lack any relationship and rapport with the jurors.28 6 Nonetheless, some
counsel will present some mitigation evidence, ensuring a more reasoned penaltytrial deliberation.
What may be most distorting and disruptive within a mandatory mitigation
scheme are the defendant's speech and demeanor. A capital defendant has the
absolute right to testify, although the content of the testimony may be subject to
restriction. 287 Defendants facing sentencing have a traditional right of allocution,
one that remains vital today albeit with the proviso that in most cases it will be
sworn and subject to cross-examination.2"s
What, then, might a defendant bent on being executed say? Will the
defendant's prospective statement in fact undermine the Eighth Amendment

286. Jurors' views of counsel, and of counsel's relationship with the accused, can significantly
impact how the defendant is viewed as a human being and how well the mitigation evidence will be
processed. See H. Mitchell Caldwell & Thomas W. Brewer, Death Without Due Consideration?:
Overcoming Barriers to Mitigation Evidence by "Warming" CapitalJurors to the Accused, 51 How.
L.J. 193, 220 (2008) (examining a study, based on data derived from interviewing jurors who
deliberated in capital cases that found a capital juror's perception of the attorney-client relationship is
related to that juror's ability and/or willingness to consider evidence presented by the defense in
mitigation). On a more general level, it may be that an established rapport between counsel and jurors
can influence verdicts, or at least increase receptivity to certain arguments. See Jason Bloom & Karin
Powdermaker, The Jury Likes Me, The Jury Likes Me Not: Building Rapport in the Courtroom,69 TEx.
B. J. 540, 543 (2006) ("[E]stablishing rapport [with juries] is essential to being deemed credible,
reliable, and ultimately persuasive in the courtroom."). As a litigator/author contends, "[i]f your jurors
do not trust you or your client from the get-go, even the most compelling evidence will be rejected and
your case dismissed." Harry J. Plotkin, Building Trust Among the Jury: CreatingPositive Impressions of
Witnesses andAttorneys. . . , ORANGE CNTY. LAW., Aug. 2005, at 28, 28.
287. See Rock v. Arkansas, 107 S. Ct. 2704, 2705 (1987) (holding that a criminal defendant's right to
testify on his own behalf is protected under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, the
Compulsory Process Clause of the Sixth Amendment and the Fifth Amendment's privilege against selfincrimination); Kimberly A. Thomas, Beyond Mitigation: Towards a Theory of Allocution, 75
FORDHAM L. REV. 2641, 2648-50 (2007) (describing the common law and case law history of the right
of allocution).
288. See Thomas, supra note 287, at 2648 (reviewing the historic roots of the right of allocution, but
noting that "[iun contrast to the historical practice, some capital defendants who allocute may be
cross-examined or required to swear to the content of their speech"); Celine Chan, Note, The Right to
Allocution: A Defendant's Word on its Face or Under Oath?, 75 BROOK. L. REV. 579, 582 (2009)
(arguing for cross-examination and use of oaths on allocution). The Supreme Court has refused to find a
constitutional right to unswom allocution. McGautha v. California, 402 U.S. 183, 220 (1971). As one
court explained, in rejecting a claim of a right of non-cross-examined allocution, it is critical that the
prosecution be able to test the validity of the assertions and the credibility of the declarant.
Commonwealth v. Abu-Jamal, 555 A.2d 846, 858 (Pa. 1989).
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command of heightened reliability 289 in the death-determining process? A
defendant's words are clearly relevant, however self-harming, if they admit to or
confirm the existence of aggravating factors, and in the case of the aggravating
factor of "future dangerousness," a defendant may have an untrammeled right to
confirm that he is bent on future violent behavior. 29 0 Less clear, is whether a
defendant has the right to deny the credibility of the content of the mitigation
presentation or of the mitigation witnesses themselves; such a claim clearly meets
the relevance threshold, as it bears specifically on a material fact, but one may
contend that a defendant who has waived the presentation of mitigation evidence
has abdicated any role in the evaluative process of the mandatory mitigation
presented by his counsel or an independent counsel. If the theory of mandatory
mitigation is that a defendant may not preclude the presentation of evidence
determined competent by the court, then he may not therefore seek to undercut it.2 9 1
Yet even in the absence of a waiver of the right to contest mitigation, the
defendant's self-expression of a desire to be executed should not be permitted. On a
purely relevance-based assessment, what the defendant wants lends nothing to the
jury's calculus of weighing aggravating and mitigating factors and determining the
socially appropriate sentence. The Court has not addressed this, but it has made
clear that the victims' survivors' desired sentence has no place in the death penalty
process.2 92 This has been held by lower courts to be the case even when the victim-

289. See Caldwell v. Mississippi, 472 U.S. 320, 323 (1985) (iterating the Eighth Amendment's
heightened need for reliability when determining whether death is the appropriate sentence) (citing
Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280, 305 (1976) (plurality opinion)).
290. Schriro, 441 F.3d at 651 (Bea, C.J., dissenting) (noting the importance of the fact that the
defendant was likely to pose a future danger to society if released).
291. Albeit in a different context, courts have limited the defendant's right of unsworn allocution,
holding that such statements must be restricted to pleas for mercy. See, e.g., Homick v. State, 825 P.2d
600, 605 (Nev. 1992) (citing State v. Zola, 548 A.2d 1022, 1046 (N.J. 1988)) (adopting the New Jersey
Supreme Court's ruling that the allocution right of a capital defendant should be narrowly construed to
be subject to the court's supervision and if the defendant's statement violates its narrow construction the
defendant may be subject to either corrective action by the court or to cross-examination). These cases
focus on the reverse situation of a defendant seeking death, addressing instead the defendant who,
through an unsworn statement, seeks to challenge the guilt determination. Yet they retain importance by
establishing that limits may be placed on a defendant's testimony. See United States v. Hall, 152 F.3d
381, 393 (5th Cir. 1998) (emphasizing the right of a court to restrict penalty hearing evidence where its
probative value is outweighed by the risk of unfair prejudice or of misleading the jury).
292. See Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808, 830 n.2 (1991) (citing Booth v. Maryland, 482 U.S. 496
(1987)) ("[T]he admission of a victim's family members' characterizations and opinions about ... the
appropriate sentence violates the Eighth Amendment."). Payne overturned the portion of the earlier
holding in Booth that precluded evidence of the impact of the killing on the victim's family, but did not
undermine the portion of Booth that precluded victim-survivors' expressions of what the sentence
should be. Booth banned such proof because "the formal presentation of this information by the State
can serve no other purpose than to inflame the jury and divert it from deciding the case on the relevant
evidence concerning the crime and the defendant." 482 U.S. at 508. Lower courts have continued to
follow Payne. See, e.g., Williams v. Norris, 612 F.3d 941, 952 (8th Cir. 2010) (noting that victim impact
statement cannot discuss what the sentence should be); Selsor v. Workman, No. 01-CV-0721-CVETLW, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 93348, at *88 (N.D. Okla. Sept. 29, 2009) ("Victim impact testimony
commenting on an appropriate sentence constitutes a violation of [defendant's] due process rights.");
Welch v. Sirmons, No. 00-CV-0105-CVE-PJC, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21634, at *69 (N.D. Okla. Mar.
26, 2007) (reiterating that a victim impact statement cannot discuss what the defendant's punishment
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survivors wish to express a desire for a life sentence rather than one of death, as it
is again deemed irrelevant to the jurors' task. 293 In sum, what a defendant wantsin particular the desire to be executed-has no relevance and is not appropriate in
the weighing of what punishment is proper, and a court would be correct in barring
such testimony. 29 4
What remains is the defendant's behavior, itself a contentious problem in
capital proceedings. Even where a defendant seeks a life sentence, his demeanor
may be interpreted as remorseless or cold, resulting in juror consideration of nonrecord evidence. 295 Because this same behavior cuts across all capital cases, it can
be addressed if at all only by jury instructions or, in some cases, expert mental
health testimony that may explain a particular defendant's emotional limitations. 296
It is where the behavior is not passive- sitting stone-faced, or yawning-but
is active and deliberately derisive of the mitigation presentation that the problem
peculiar to a mandatory mitigation scheme arises. What of the defendant who
smirks, laughs, 297 crosses his arms or turns his back, or more venomously, speaks
derisively to the victim's survivors 298 or otherwise evinces an arrogance and
repudiation of the defense attorney's attempt to spare his life?
The simple answer is that little can be done unless and until the defendant
becomes so disruptive that he can be ordered removed from the courtroom. That
threshold is extremely high, requiring that, after having been warned regarding the
potential consequences of his misbehavior, the defendant "insists on conducting
himself in a manner so disorderly, disruptive, and disrespectful of the court that his
trial cannot be carried on with him in the courtroom." 299 As much as disdain for

should be).
293. See, e.g., Robison v. Maynard, 943 F.2d 1216, 1218 (10th Cir. 1991) (rejecting as irrelevant the
victims-survivors' testimony in favor of a life sentence); Susan C. Hascall, Shari'ah and Choice: What
the United States Should Learn From Islamic Law About the Role of Victims' Families in Death Penalty
Cases, 44 J. MARSHALL L. REV. 1, 35 (2010) (noting that after Robison, "a number of other courts have
denied requests to allow victims to inform the jury that they do not want the defendant to be executed").
294. Courts retain the authority to exclude irrelevant evidence from a penalty proceeding. See, e.g.,
United States v. Battle, 264 F. Supp. 2d 1088, 1195 (N.D. Ga. 2003) (affirming the authority of a trial
court to exclude unreliable penalty phase evidence); Commonwealth v. Paddy, 15 A.3d 431, 463 (Pa.
2011) (upholding penalty phase exclusion of defendant's claim of innocence as irrelevant to
proceeding).
295. Laurie L. Levenson, Courtroom Demeanor: The Theater of the Courtroom, 92 MINN. L. REV.
573, 575, 592 (discussing "the reality that jurors do in fact consider a defendant's nontestimonial
demeanor in their decisions" and then concluding: "Based on interviews with jurors in high-profile
cases, it is undeniable that a defendant's demeanor and appearance in the courtroom continue to
influence jurors' decisions.").
296. See Fabian, supra note 276, at 89 (suggesting that instead of testifying if a defendant so chooses,
a psychologist should evaluate his statements to consider whether the defendant feels remorse, empathy,
or lack thereof).
297. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Smith, 444 N.E.2d 374, 380 (Mass. 1983) (describing and
upholding a prosecutor's comment on the defendant squirming, smirking, and laughing during portions
of the testimony).
298. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Harris, 703 A.2d 441, 451 (Pa. 1997) (describing defendant who,
after the verdict but before the penalty phase commenced, yelled to the victim's widow that "I'm living,
but I'll be back," and "I was tried by twelve. He was carried out by six.").
299. Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337, 343 (1970).
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mitigation evidence and efforts may be "disrespectful of the court," it is
questionable that all such conduct will warrant removal.3 00
Thus, a defendant's testimony as to aggravating factors, the potential of
allowing defendant testimony challenging the available mitigation evidence, or his
demeanor, may all offset to some extent the mandated presentation of mitigation
evidence. Nonetheless, the ability of a defendant to reduce the efficacy of mandated
mitigation in no way renders a resulting proceeding so arbitrary or unreliable as to
create its own Eighth Amendment or Due Process problem. The notion of not
letting the perfect sacrifice the good30' because of the inability to obtain an
unopposed mitigation case has aptness here--even with the defendant countering
some of the mitigation evidence, the resulting determination of whether death is
appropriate must be more reliable than a proceeding with no mitigation at all.
CONCLUSION
The imperfection of Eighth Amendment penalty jurisprudence and practice
cannot be denied.3 02 Regardless of the diligence of counsel and the cooperation of
the accused, the determination of who is death-worthy can easily be skewed by
subconscious racial attitudes,3 03 a defendant's inadvertent facial or bodily
appearance, 30 4 or significantly inadequate preparation. 305 Viewed in this regard,

300. Id.
301. The second line of Voltaire's poem "Le Bdguele" declares that "Ie mieux est Iennemi du bien."
This sentiment is literally translated as "the best is the enemy of good," but is more commonly cited as
"the perfect is the enemy of the good." Harold Demsetz expressed the same sentiment in the language of
law and economics, but called it the "nirvana viewpoint": "[M]uch public policy economics implicitly
presents the relevant choice as between an ideal norm and an existing 'imperfect' institutional
arrangement... . [T]hose who adopt the nirvana viewpoint seek to discover discrepancies between the
ideal and the real and if discrepancies are found, they deduce that the real is inefficient." Harold
Demsetz, Information and Efficiency: Another Viewpoint, 12 J.L. & ECON. 1, 1 (1969).
302. Pulley, 465 U.S. at 54 ("Any capital sentencing scheme may occasionally produce aberrational
outcomes.").
303. See, e.g., Jack Glaser, Karin D. Martin & Kimberly Kahn, Possibility of Death Sentence Has
Divergent Effect on Verdicts for Black and White Defendants (Goldman Sch. of Pub. Pol'y, Working
Paper No. GSPPO-002, 2009), available at http://ssm.com/abstract-1428943. The authors tested
respondents with a case file where there was no mention of race but where the defendant's name
reflected race, giving respondents the choice between a name stereotypically associated with white men,
such as "Andrew, Frank, Peter," or a name associated more with men of color, such as "Damel, Lamar,
Terrell." Id. at 3. When asked to determine whether the file's facts supported a guilty verdict in a case
where the maximum sentence was death, "Black defendants were convicted at a higher rate (80.4%)
than were White defendants (56.5%)." Id. at 5.
304. See, e.g., Levenson, supra note 295, at 574 (discussing the importance of "the appearance and
reaction of the defendant"). A further distorting factor may be the defendant's age at time of trial, as the
capacity to fully feel and express remorse may not have developed in that individual. See also Martha
Grace Duncan, "So Young and So Untender ": Remorseless Children and the Expectations of the Law,
102 COLUM. L. REV. 1469, 1472-73 (2002) (challenging "the law's view of remorse as an emotional
state that any decent, redeemable person-regardless of age-would exhibit after committing a heinous
offense").
305. See, e.g., Rompilla, 545 U.S. at 389-92 (finding that trial counsel lapsed because they
interviewed several family members of the defendant and consulted with mental health professionals
who evaluated the accused, but they never obtained the file from the defendant's prior criminal case,
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imperfection is ingrained in Eighth Amendment jurisprudence, and it therefore
should be discounted in determining whether a death penalty regime is
unconstitutional. 306
But acknowledging imperfection does not remove the obligation, or the
constitutional mandate, to try-to try and ensure reliability-to impose and
effectuate "safeguards to make it as fair as possible." 307 The procedural
requirements of death penalty law have that intention of fairness,"' and mandating
mitigation increases that reliability requirement substantively. Defendants may not
elect death-society must determine its applicability and limit its reach. 09
Mandating mitigation moves the process toward that end, however imperfect the
result remains.

which the prosecution was using to support an aggravating factor and which contained substantial
mitigation evidence).
306. See McCleskey, 481 U.S. at 319 ("The Constitution does not require that a State eliminate any
demonstrable disparity that correlates with a potentially irrelevant factor in order to operate a criminal
justice system that includes capital punishment.").
307. Id. at 313. The Court stated, more fully, that "our consistent rule has been that constitutional
guarantees are met when the 'mode [for determining guilt or punishment] itself has been surrounded
with safeguards to make it as fair as possible." Id. at 313 (citing Singer v. United States, 380 U.S. 24, 35
(1965)). That safeguard, here, is mandatory mitigation.
308. Id.
309. E.g., McKenna, 383 A.2d at 180 ("[W]hile a defendant may normally make an informed and
voluntary waiver of rights personal to himself, his freedom to do so must give way where a substantial
public policy is involved . . .. Because the imposition of the death penalty is irrevocable in its finality, it
is imperative that the standards by which that sentence is fixed be constitutionally beyond approach.").

